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This publication comes from two sources. The first is the ETF project ‘Standards 2000’, which was developed in response to requests from partner countries from the NIS and Mongolia for support in establishing a procedure and methodology for the development of vocational education and training (VET) standards in their countries. Representatives of six countries expressed their wish and readiness to co-operate closely in this approach in order to learn from each other’s experiences, share ideas and concepts, and trigger synergy effects. The project, ‘Standards 2000’ was developed to achieve this aim. Eight countries were invited to participate – Belarus, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Moldova, Mongolia, Ukraine and Uzbekistan.

The objective of the project was to support partner countries in reforming their system of VET standard development by:

- disseminating information and best practice examples in the field of VET standards;
- discussing different approaches and methodologies;
- analysing the specific labour market demands within each partner country;
- mapping ongoing activities; and
- making recommendations for further improvement.

During the project it became clear that there was a need to include new skill requirements into existing VET standards which were, in the main, concerned with the knowledge and skills underpinning the ‘technical’ activities of the occupations and professions chosen for study. Some teams proposed the addition of ‘core’ or ‘enterprise’ skills to better meet the needs of the new market economies – however, it was also clear that there was considerable confusion about the definition and use of core and enterprise skills.

The first part of this publication is an edited version of a paper which was produced at the request of the partner country teams in order to clarify the development and use of core and entrepreneurial skills. This section describes the different ways in which core and entrepreneurial skills have been described and defined and offers a ‘consensus’ based on an analysis of previous work.

Following the Standards 2000 project, a number of partner countries continued to work on VET standards development with a particular emphasis on forming closer links between VET standards and the emerging needs of the labour market. In their investigations into the needs of employers, the issues of core and entrepreneurial skills became an important theme, with employers identifying a number of ‘non-technical’ skills as critical to the needs of employment.

In Kazakhstan, with the encouragement of the National Observatory, it was decided to pay special attention to both the identification of employer requirements for core and entrepreneurial skills, and their delivery within the curriculum of vocational schools. The second part of this publication documents the progress and outcomes of this project, in which a framework of core and entrepreneurial skills was developed in consultation with employers, and materials were designed to transform the way in which core and entrepreneurial skills are delivered in practical training activities.

This publication, therefore, tries to make a bridge between the concepts and theories
surrounding core and entrepreneurial skills and the practical steps which VET practitioners can take to help young people develop skills which are of immediate and current use to employers in transition economies. The method developed in Kazakhstan is not dependent on any imported system of VET – it has been ‘home grown’ to meet the needs of young people in turbulent, transition economies. Consequently, both the method developed and the materials produced can have an immediate impact in other countries where VET programmes are being reformed to meet the needs of emerging market economies.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Managers, designers and artisans must be equipped to adapt themselves to circumstances which are forever changing ... it is of no use to train the young in one very special process which will probably be superseded ... give them alert minds exercised in observation and reasoning.

Alfred North Whitehead
An Address to Trade Apprentices at Stanley Technical College, Coventry, 1919

The idea of core or entrepreneurial skills is not new. As can be seen from the quotation above, people involved in vocational education and training have long realised that narrow, specific technical training fails to equip people for changes in both the economy and in occupations.

This publication is designed to give some detail to a very simple concept. The concept is this:

*People need more than occupationally specific or ‘technical’ skills to be competent in employment*

Notice that the word ‘competence’ is used. It is a word that is of the utmost importance in any discussion about vocational education and training. ‘Competence based’ systems of vocational education have dominated our thinking for the past 20 years – and the concepts of ‘core’ skills and ‘entrepreneurial’ skills are closely associated with the debate about competence.

So, we will start by looking at how ideas about occupational competence have developed historically.

2. THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF COMPETENCE

2.1 THE APPRENTICE TRADITION

Before the industrial revolution in Western Europe, skilled workers were normally trained through apprenticeships during which they learned a number of skills.
associated with their trade. There was no clear distinction made between what we now call technical skills and the core and entrepreneurial skills. So, for example, an apprentice shoemaker would learn from the ‘master’ the skills of cutting leather, sewing soles and uppers, finishing the leather. But the apprentice would also learn to plan their work, calculate the costs of producing shoes and the selling price, monitor and correct their manufacturing quality, deal with their customers. When they finished their apprenticeship and became a ‘Master’, they would often leave and form their own small business as well.

The ‘non-technical’ skills were as much a part of becoming a shoemaker as the craft skills of cutting and sewing leather. This combination of both the technical and the non-technical skills is sometimes called a ‘holistic’ model of competence.

2.2 THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION – MASS PRODUCTION

During the industrial revolution in Europe, two things happened. First, many agricultural workers moved into the industrial towns and cities to work in the newly established mass production factories. These people were mainly unskilled. Second, many of the traditional crafts and trades became automated through the introduction of new technologies.

This meant that it became possible to split the technical skills from the non-technical skills. Skills such as planning, organising and quality assurance became the responsibility of supervisors and managers. Work activities were divided into small operations – tasks – which could be more easily controlled. Factories were based on mass production – producing large numbers of small value items which did not change in design very often. Workers in factories were not expected to take any responsibility other than their allocated tasks. They were discouraged from trying to solve problems and in many factories they were not allowed even to talk to each other. Their work was reduced to routine activities and to following strictly laid down procedures.

Throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries this process continued. It affected not just factory work but services (shops, offices and administration) as well. People became used to the idea that factory and office work was sub-divided into small tasks. As VET systems were developed to support industry, they concentrated on training people in the specific tasks and routines which were required by industry. Planning, organising and managing became a different ‘subject’ – management or supervision - separated from initial VET and treated as a specialism.

Some of the traditional trades remained because they could not be ‘broken up’ into small tasks controlled by managers. For example in most countries, plumbers and maintenance engineers still learn many of the non-technical planning and organising skills because the nature of their work obliges them to plan, solve problems and communicate with the people they work with.

2.3 THE NEW INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION – INTERNATIONALISATION

Now that we are in the second industrial revolution we are moving away from repetitive mass production so the division of work into small tasks is no longer appropriate. To use the modern technologies and the complicated systems which they produce, people need to organise themselves and to think – to plan, to make decisions, to solve problems. Products change rapidly in response to customer demand. High quality is demanded and products may be modified to suit individual customers. Enterprises have modified their methods of organisation and management to manage these changes. They no longer need so many layers of management and the systems of control are different – people need to manage themselves.

In addition, we have seen a huge growth in the service sector and a corresponding
decline in large scale manufacturing and production. More employees have direct contact with colleagues and customers.

Quite clearly, new skills are needed in order to be judged as competent in the modern economy. The skills are not of a single type. There are communication skills, which involve interaction with other people in response to the growth in team working environments and more direct customer contact. Increased responsibility means that people need to have planning, organisational and problem solving skills. Changes in technology mean that people need to be able to use IT equipment and systems. These quite different types of skills are often grouped together under the title of ‘core skills’.

But there are other significant changes in the modern economy. Put simply, enterprises are becoming smaller and more small and medium sized enterprises are being created. Large enterprises are broken into divisions, enterprises ‘downsize’ as technology replaces routine manual work, in departments, small project teams are created with wide responsibilities.

In the wider economy, small enterprises are seen to be the engine of economic growth – most people work for small and medium sized enterprises, and governments encourage this trend, with training, grants and tax incentives.

In the small and medium sized enterprise (SME) sector, more people have to be able to set up and run small companies. And even in large companies, an ‘entrepreneurial’ approach is encouraged as teams and departments deal with each other as if they were a collection of small businesses. This has led to an interest in how to develop entrepreneurial skills as well and in most approaches they are seen as an important sub-set of core skills.

3. RESPONDING TO HISTORICAL CHANGES

3.1 THE VET RESPONSE

VET professionals in the developed economies started to realise that these changes were taking place in the 1970s and looked for ways to change the VET curriculum to reflect the new demands. One of the most important developments has been to isolate these additional skills, give them the label of ‘core skills’ and then add the ‘core skills’ to the VET curriculum.

3.2 DIFFERENT VERSIONS OF CORE SKILLS

There are many different versions of core skills. If we say that core skills are all the skills which are not specific technical or occupational skills, there are many different ways in which they can be described. First of all there are different categories – here are some of them:

- basic skills
- broad skills
- common learning outcomes
- common skills
- core skills
- employment (or employability) skills
- enterprise skills
- entrepreneurial skills
- extra functional skills
- generic skills
- key qualifications
- key skills
- life skills
- non-technical skills
- personal competences
- personal effectiveness
- personal skills
- process skills
- process independent skills
- soft skills
- social competence
- social and life skills
- transferable skills
- transversal competences.

To make life even more complicated there can be variations within each category. There is considerable consensus – but there is also enough variation to cause confusion.
3.3 A SPECIFIC EXAMPLE – THE UNITED KINGDOM

The UK developed a list of core skills in the early 1980s to support a national training programme for young people. Core skills were developed by consulting with employers in the five areas of:

- application of number
- communications
- problem solving and decision making
- practical skills
- information technology.

Thirty five sub categories were developed containing a total of 103 core skills – phrased as learning outcomes – e.g. ‘plan the order in which work is to be carried out’. This list was used in initial training programmes up until the early 1990s.

The UK agency which regulates the design and development of vocational qualifications, the Qualifications and Curriculum Authority (QCA), also uses a list of core skills. These are broadly based on the previous UK research – but they have been changed. There are six sub categories:

- application of number
- communications
- problem solving
- working with others
- improving learning and performance
- information technology.

Each category is set at four different levels – giving 216 core skill statements in all. They are also phrased as learning outcomes – e.g. ‘listen and respond appropriately to what others say’.

In 1997, QCA changed the title of the ‘core skills’ to ‘key skills’ – but Scotland (part of the UK, but with a separate education system) changed the categories slightly and kept the term ‘core skills’. So in one country there are three ‘official’ versions of core skills with two different titles!

So the picture is quite complicated because there are so many variables and different versions of core skills. To clarify this situation it is helpful to ask a number of questions.

3.3.1 WHAT ARE CORE SKILLS FOR?

BROADER WORK ROLES

It may help to go back to the original purpose of core skills. They were developed in response to changes in the economy and the labour market. Work roles were changing in content and becoming broader, and employers were complaining that young people coming from general education and initial VET did not have the ‘additional skills’ which they needed. VET professionals responded by developing core skills – often, but not always, in consultation with employers.

But this raises an important issue. Most of the core skills lists are an educationally oriented response to changes in the labour market. We do not often hear of employers listing core skills – they are more likely to say rather general things like:

- Young people need better numeracy
- We need to be able to communicate with our customers
- We need people with computer skills

Often these descriptions are very general – as with many of the needs expressed by employers. After all, employers are not VET professionals, we should not expect them to be familiar with the language of education.

LINKING CORE SKILLS TO THE LABOUR MARKET

This is one of the first issues for the core skills concept. We need to ask whether a proper labour market analysis has been done to identify what employers actually need – rather than guess from the perspective of education. This raises a simple question:

Are core skills the things people learn in the VET curriculum – or are they the (new) requirements of employment?
We can rephrase this question:

*Are core skills an 'input' to the curriculum or an 'outcome' which people need to achieve (be able to do)?*

Most of the core skills lists are curriculum inputs. They are lists of skills and attitudes which people need to develop and learn.

### 3.3.2 ARE CORE SKILLS SEPARATE OR PART OF OVERALL OCCUPATIONAL COMPETENCE?

If core skills are separated there is a danger that they are separately ‘taught’ as a separate subject. Research has shown that without being integrated into the context of the occupation, core skills offer little added value to learning. There are a number of ways in which core skills can be embedded in the learning process so that they become part of the overall occupational competence or profile. There are also methods which do not identify core skills separately – rather they describe the ‘new’ outcomes of employment in a different way. One of these approaches is described in the second part of this publication.

### 3.3.3 WHAT DO CORE SKILLS DESCRIBE?

There is considerable debate about this issue. If we look at the lists of core skills which have been developed we find that, in general, they describe five things:

- what people are like (their personal qualities, attitudes and personality);
- people’s intellectual abilities;
- the skills people have;
- the knowledge people have;
- what people in employment are able to do.

It is important to clearly distinguish between these categories – otherwise there will be considerable problems in both teaching and assessment. Here, for example, is an extract from a list produced in the UK, which is described as ‘skills for self employment’:

- communication
- information processing
- adaptability
- languages
- initiative and creativity
- critical ability (reasoning)
- rights and duties of a citizen and consumer.

These are different things. Communicating, information processing and speaking a foreign language are things that people are able to do. Adaptability could be a skill or an aspect of personality. Initiative and creativity are personal qualities. Critical ability (reasoning) is an intellectual ability. Rights and duties of a citizen and consumer is knowledge.

This list also shows another problem with some core skill lists – the descriptions are extremely generalised. What, for example, does ‘communication’ mean? Communicate with whom, using what methods, for what purpose?

The list also shows a general tendency in the development and presentation of core skills – they are random lists rather than a structured analysis.

### 3.4 EXISTING CORE SKILLS CATEGORIES

There are many existing core skills categories. Many of them are described in the ETF publication *Development of Core Skills Training in Partner Countries*, Simon Shaw, ETF, June 1998. A summary of the general content is provided below.

In the report, Simon Shaw identifies eight categories which are interpreted as core skills. These are listed below.
3.4.1 BASIC SKILLS

These are the skills of literacy and numeracy which people need to function in any modern society, both socially and at work. It is assumed that these skills are developed within general secondary education. Concern about these skills continues and proposals for the continuing development of basic skills is a key feature of the latest EU communication on lifelong learning.

3.4.2 LIFE SKILLS

These skills enable people to live a full social life and to contribute to the community. The skills are:

- manage yourself and grow (psychologically and socially)
- relating to one other person
- relating to other people
- skills for specific situations: education, work, home, leisure, community.

This group of skills (and a number of similar approaches) were popular in the early 1980s in the UK and elsewhere in colleges of Further Education (similar to Vocational Schools) where they were used to supplement traditional craft skills training.

3.4.3 KEY SKILLS

These are work based core skills. As discussed above, these were originally called core skills. There are six areas, with 216 separate skills at four levels. The term ‘key skills’ is also used prominently in Germany to support training in the dual system.

3.4.4 SOCIAL AND CITIZENSHIP SKILLS

Skills which help people live together and participate in the social and economic life of a state. They are:

- being socially active
- communication
- co-operation – working with others
- nature of community
- roles and relationships in a democratic society
- duties, responsibilities and rights
- moral codes and values
- principles of representative democracy
- rule of law
- social justice
- human rights.

This is an interesting list because it illustrates some of the problems identified in paragraph 3.3.3 above. First the categories are mixed up, they describe both actions and knowledge. Second, many of the categories overlap, e.g. ‘moral codes and values’ and ‘social justice’. Third, some of the categories are very generalised and vague, e.g. ‘communication’.

3.4.5 SKILLS FOR EMPLOYMENT OR SKILLS FOR EMPLOYABILITY

These are the skills most often sought by employers. They provide entry to employment and help people to develop and progress. They can be summarised as:

- communication
- information processing
- adaptability
- independent decision-making
- rights and duties of a citizen and consumer
- learning and self development

---

2 Making a European Area of Lifelong Learning a Reality, Commission of the European Communities, November 2001.
3 Origin: UK, University of Leeds/Life skills Teaching, 1981.
5 Origin: Qualification challenges in the partner countries and Member States, ETF, 1997.
6 No single reference, used in many states, a relatively new idea from 1995 onwards.
languages
initiative and creativity
critical ability
work process management
problem solving
self-confidence in uncertainty
thinking and doing.

This list also illustrates some of the problems identified in paragraph 2.3.3.

3.4.6 ENTREPRENEURIAL SKILLS

The skills which help people look for opportunities to start their businesses and improve business performance:

- communication
- dealing with uncertainty
- ethical competence
- generating and researching a business idea
- information processing
- investing personal and family assets
- learning
- making mistakes and recovering from them
- managing transactional and regulatory relationships
- numeracy
- operating independently
- problem solving
- taking action
- taking opportunities
- using limited resources
- using personal relationships and social networks
- working with others.

This is quite a long list and also illustrates many of the problems previously identified. It also fails to group the skills in a structured way.

3.4.7 MANAGEMENT SKILLS

This is so large and complicated a category that it will not be discussed in this publication.

3.4.8 BROAD SKILLS

These are the ‘higher order’ skills used to manage complicated situations:

- analysis
- monitoring
- planning
- diagnosing
- synthesising.

3.5 THE MOST IMPORTANT CATEGORIES

In the report, Simon Shaw suggests that for VET the most important categories are:

- key skills
- skills for employment
- entrepreneurial skills
- management skills.

In the context of vocational education, we will concentrate on the first three. Management is a specialised area which would not necessarily apply to the level of occupation that is the focus for VET.

This list of categories is not totally complete, and that is the first problem. There are many categories and within each category there are many variations in both the ways in which the categories are structured and their content.

3.6 THE MOST COMMONLY OCCURRING CORE SKILLS

To summarise the ETF document, Simon Shaw identifies the skills which most commonly occur in the three categories selected; key skills, skills for employment, entrepreneurial skills. They are:

- communication
- application of number (or numeracy)
- information technology (or information processing)
- working with others (or team working)
- problem solving

---

7 No single source, now widely used, this version from the publication *Qualification challenges in the partner countries and Member States*, ETF, 1997.
8 Developed in many states.
9 Reference given is to UK practice.
improving own learning and performance (or self development)
adaptability (or flexibility, taking opportunities)
independent decision making (or initiative)
rights and duties of a citizen and consumer
foreign languages
creativity
critical ability (or reasoning, analytical thinking)
self confidence in uncertainty
action and reflection
ethical competence
motivation
focus on achievement
influencing others (or using networks and relationships).

The same problems persist. This list is not structured, there are overlaps and most of the statements are extremely vague.

4. IDENTIFYING CORE SKILLS – IDENTIFYING LABOUR MARKET NEEDS

4.1 THE EDUCATIONAL PERSPECTIVE

Most of the core skills categories are developed from an educational perspective. They are VET professionals' interpretations of changes in the economy, the culture and employer needs. Many are based on feedback from employers and the interpretation of labour market needs.

But there is a problem because the language used to describe these skills is not always shared between those who identify skills needs (employers, social partners) and those who have the responsibility of meetings those needs (VET professionals).

This is a major problem for identifying core skills. If an employer identifies a need for improved 'team working' or 'communication skills', these descriptions are so vague that a VET professional has no clear guidance about how to translate this need into a VET standard or an item in a curriculum.

4.2 HOW EMPLOYERS DESCRIBE CORE SKILLS

Enterprises describe skills in different ways – remember, people in enterprises are not VET professionals so they do not use a consistent or 'scientific' language. To simplify matters we are using the terminology 'technical skills' to describe those skills which are relevant to the main purpose of the occupation and 'core skills' to describe those skills which enable the technical skills to be used. So for an architect, 'design' is a technical skill and 'co-ordinating a multidisciplinary team' is a core skill. For a carpenter, cutting wood to size and shape is a technical skill whilst planning and costing the installation of a kitchen is a core skill.

If we look at specific enterprises, we find that they are not particularly concerned with this distinction. Enterprises simply need to describe what their employees need to be able to do. Whether that requirement is 'technical' or a 'core skill' is of little significance.

There are two methods for helping employers identify core skills. The first is to choose a list of core skills, and ask employers to choose those which are important. The second is to identify the things that people need to do in employment and allow the core skills to remain 'embedded' in the description. Extracting the core skills may than be done by VET planners for curriculum design. Sometimes it is helpful to group together similar core skills to make the learning process more efficient, and this is equally true of the technical skills.

Whichever method we choose, employers will need some help in both identifying the skills and clarifying their language and terminology. Ideally we should design a questionnaire to act as a prompt for questions when we are working with employers.
There are a number of models available for standardising descriptions of both technical and process skills. These are described below.

### 4.3 HELPING EMPLOYERS DESCRIBE CORE SKILLS – SKILLS MODELS

The first model, which is reproduced below, was developed by the HOST consultancy in the UK, which has been used to analyse employer skill needs. The skills descriptions are still rather vague, but it may be helpful to group the skills into the categories shown.

Stage 1 skills are developed within general education – they are very similar to the basic skills described in section 3.4.1 above.

### A Three-Stage Skill Framework - developed by the HOST consultancy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage 3: Overarching Capabilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The application of knowledge, skills and personal aptitude in support of organisational performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systems thinking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team working</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared vision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dealing with colleagues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New practices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer orientation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality awareness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage 2: Skills, Knowledge and Aptitudes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Occupation Specific:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Designing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toolmaking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintaining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generic Skills:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem solving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpersonal skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application of number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work process management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Aptitudes:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assertiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decisiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initiative</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage 1: Underpinning Basics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Essentials for employability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education Basics:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numerary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Traits:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Openness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honesty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presentability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.4 HOLISTIC MODELS

The next two models are different because they change the focus of core skills by suggesting that what is needed is a more integrated and broad definition of occupational competence. This thinking reverses the perspective of education. As stated in 3.3.2 above, ‘there are also methods which do not identify core skills separately – rather they describe the ‘new’ outcomes of employment in a different way’.

These approaches ask the question:

What do the changes in the economy mean for the needs of employment?

We will call this approach the ‘holistic’ approach. The holistic approach, in effect, rejects the idea of separate core skills. Core skills, it is argued, are part of a ‘deficiency’ model of VET, which assumes that occupational tasks are, by definition, limited in scope – deficient. Full occupational competence means that we add something to the occupational skills to make them broader. The additions are core skills.

The holistic approach argues that what we need is a new way of describing occupational competence which takes account of the changes in our economy which result in a demand for broader based skills and competence.

4.4.1 MODEL 1: KEY QUALIFICATIONS

The first holistic approach is that adopted in Germany, which is described as ‘key qualifications’ or ‘overarching capabilities’ rather than core skills. This model was introduced to modernise VET standards. There are two main components:

A set of qualification goals which describe self organised action within organisations. It is based on the need for a ‘skilled worker to plan, carry out and control his or her work autonomously’. The components are:

1. A process of work activities:
   - information retrieval (researching, information analysis)
   - planning
   - task implementation
   - quality assessment.

2. A concept of integrated occupational competence:
   - integrity of specialised knowledge
   - social and participating competence (including team working)
   - mastery of new challenges in changing work situations.

Within the VET system these components are delivered through the learning process (using participative learning models), work placements in companies and the assessment system. Methods of self directed learning are used which follow the cycle of: information gathering and analysis, planning, decision making, carrying out the activity, self assessment, review and revision. The role of trainers and teachers changes to that of a ‘coach’ who sets up and monitors the learning environment.

This model can be used both to identify the needs of employment and to structure (and also enhance) the learning process. A modified version of this model, developed by Professor Hermann Schmidt, is used in the second part of this publication as a framework for modifying teaching methods in order to develop more ‘enterprising’ learners.

4.4.2 MODEL 2: THE JOB COMPETENCE MODEL

The second holistic approach is called the Job Competence Model which takes an ‘outcome’ approach to describing skills. The Job Competence Model redefines occupational competence using four interrelated components which are present in all work activity - the components are:

1 Technical expectations - achieving the expectations of the work role which characterise the occupation (e.g. producing manufactured items, processing information, designing components and systems).

2 Managing contingencies - recognising both potential and actual breakdowns in processes and procedures and resolving them (this may also include
3 Managing different work activities - achieving balance and co-ordinating a number of different and potentially conflicting work activities to lead to the successful conclusion of aims and goals. In a core skills approach this would be part of ‘planning’ and ‘problem solving’.

4 Managing the interface with the work environment – dealing with the natural constraints, the quality measures which are applied, the nature of work organisation and the nature of working relationships.

The model is expressed in the diagram below.

---

**Managing different work activities**  
(Task Management)  
achieving balance and coordinating a number of activities

---

**Managing contingency**  
(Contingency Management)  
recognising and resolving potential and actual breakdowns in processes and procedures

---

**Work activities**  
(a number of technical expectations)

---

Interaction between outcomes and processes  
(technical expectations, contingency and task management) and the context of work  
(organisational and cultural environment)

---

**Managing the interface with the work environment**  
the organisational and cultural environment in which work takes place

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NATURAL CONSTRAINTS</th>
<th>QUALITY MEASURES</th>
<th>WORK ORGANISATION</th>
<th>WORKING RELATIONSHIPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Quality focused on the ‘object’ (usually tangible products)</td>
<td>Keeping closely to set guidelines and procedures</td>
<td>Service users: acting for; acting on; acting with</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrinsic characteristics of materials and equipment</td>
<td>Quality focused on the ‘subject’ (actions of the person)</td>
<td>Making decisions between limited options</td>
<td>Colleagues: interdependent work team; contact with others but not interdependent; little direct contact with others</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**The Job Competence Model**

The Job Competence Model suggests that occupational competence means being able to meet the technical requirements specific to the occupation, to manage and control breakdowns in equipment and technology and variance in procedures, co-ordinate different activities to meet overall objectives and to adapt and modify to meet the requirements of different environments. It is a new description of occupational competence.

This approach can also be used to identify competence needs with employers.
5. PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS – USING CORE SKILLS

5.1 COMBINING THE EXISTING WORK

There has been a lot of research in Western Europe, the USA and in many other countries to try and identify the skills which people need in addition to the well known technical skills. We have already referred to the ETF report by Simon Shaw above, in which most of the core skill categories are described. The most commonly used core skills are listed as follows:

- communication
- application of number (or numeracy)
- information technology (or information processing)
- working with others (or team working)
- problem solving
- improving own learning and performance (or self development)
- adaptability (or flexibility, taking opportunities)
- independent decision making (or initiative)
- rights and duties of a citizen and consumer
- foreign languages
- creativity
- critical ability (or reasoning, analytical thinking)
- self confidence in uncertainty
- action and reflection
- ethical competence
- motivation
- focus on achievement
- influencing others (or using networks and relationships).

We will now try to ‘tidy up’ the list so that it is more usable.

5.2 WHAT IS BEING DESCRIBED?

One thing we notice about the list is that it describes different things. Some of the words and phrases are descriptions of what people can do. Others are descriptions of what people are like. This is an important distinction, particularly in education.

To make it clear which words and phrases describe action (what people can do) we will change the language of the list slightly by putting the phrase ‘The student will be able to …’ at the beginning. Here are the core skills that fit under this heading (the original words are in brackets in italics):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The student will be able to:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>communicate with other people (communication)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apply and use number (application of number)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>use information technology (information technology)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>work with other people and in a team (working with others)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solve problems (problem solving)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>improve their own learning and performance (improve own learning and performance)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>take independent decisions (independent decision making)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>speak and read a foreign language (foreign languages)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>influence other people (influencing others)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reason and think analytically and critically (critical ability)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reflect on their actions (action and reflection)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We will use the same approach to list the core skills which describe what people should be like. This time we will use the phrase ‘the student must be …’ to start the list.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The student must be:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>adaptable (adaptability)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>creative (creativity)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>self confident in uncertainty (self confidence in uncertainty)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>motivated (motivation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ethical (ethical competence)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>focused on achievement (focus on achievement)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This leaves us with just one item in the list left over – ‘Rights and duties of a citizen and consumer’.
and consumer’. This is knowledge that people need to have in a modern market economy. We can add it to the categories by using the phrase ‘the student needs to know …’.

The student needs to know:

the rights and duties of a citizen and consumer

5.3 SEPARATING ACTIONS AND METHODS

We now have the list separated into three categories:

1. the things the student needs to be able to do;
2. what the student must be like and;
3. what the student needs to know.

We need to take just two more steps to make the core skills model more consistent.

In the first list (what the student must be able to do) we still have two different things. First, we have clear actions which will produce a result. For example, communicating will produce a report or provide information to somebody. Solving a problem will correct an error. Using information technology will produce text files.

But three of the skills in the list – speaking a foreign language, reasoning and reflecting on action - are not actions, they are methods which are used to act successfully. For example, we use critical reasoning to solve problems. We reflect on our action in order to improve our learning and performance. We use a foreign language to communicate with other people or to read web pages on the Internet. These skills describe how we do things – not what we achieve. They are often referred to as ‘process skills’.

The second change is to remove an inconsistency. ‘Influence other people’ is one of the things that happens when we communicate with people and when we work with other people in a team. This is an ‘overlap’ – a category which belongs within another category. We will remove this skill because we can make sure that it is covered within the other two.

5.4 THE FINAL VERSION

So, we can change the list slightly. Here is the final version. Headings have been added which show how these skills are usually described and the statements have been grouped so that similar categories are placed together (e.g. communicating and team working are similar):

1. Key skills - the student will be able to:
   - communicate with other people
   - work with other people and in a team
   - apply and use number
   - solve problems
   - take independent decisions
   - use information technology
   - improve their own learning and performance.

2. Process skills - to do these things, the student will have to:
   - speak and read a foreign language
   - reason and think analytically and critically
   - reflect on their actions.

3. Personal competences - the student must be:
   - adaptable
   - creative
   - self confident in uncertainty
   - motivated
   - ethical
   - focused on achievement.

4. Essential knowledge of the market economy - the student needs to know:
   - rights and duties of a citizen and consumer.

5.5 KEY SKILLS AND LEARNING OUTCOMES

The key skills are about action – what the student must be able to do. The other skills are no less important, but they are developed by the way in which the learning programme is designed and developed. Students have to be taught foreign
languages and given opportunities to practice. Problems can be set for students to help them develop the ability to think critically. They can be helped to reflect on their actions by coaching or being helped to assess their work. They can be taught about their rights and responsibilities. These are all areas and subjects which VET teachers and trainers can apply in both curriculum design and teaching.

However key skills are different. These are actions that students must be able to do. And more detail about them is needed to be able to include them in the VET standard and the VET curriculum.

The list shows that the key skills have been changed from subjects to learning outcomes, descriptions of what students will have learned to do at the end of their programme of VET training. To link these learning outcomes with the changes which are happening in employment, our own economy needs to be looked at to see how these skills are needed, both now and in the future.

### 6. DEVELOPING KEY SKILLS TO MEET LOCAL AND NATIONAL NEEDS

#### 6.1 LOOKING AT YOUR OWN ECONOMY

The broad categories of skills described in 5.4 above will not help VET planner, VET teacher or employers. They represent an international consensus on the important skills that people need in the new economic realities, but they are still too broad for practical use. They need to be elaborated.

For example, if students are expected to ‘communicate with other people’, the following questions need to be asked:

- **With whom** will they communicate (e.g. other workers, the public, customers, professional contacts)?
- **Why** will they communicate, for what purpose (e.g. to negotiate a sale, to pass on information, to make recommendations for improvements, to offer advice)?

Similar questions have to be asked for each of the categories. The important point is that these questions can only be asked for specific cultures and economies. A perspective which asks:

- What do employers need now?
- ... and
- What are employers likely to need in the future?
- ... and
- What international trends are there which we may not need now, but which we cannot afford to ignore?

#### 6.2 WHO TO CONSULT

It is not only employers who need to be consulted. Usually, employers are only interested in their immediate needs. That is not enough for VET planning, as we are trying to produce competent people for the future. Views about the future and international trends need to be added. The National Observatory in each partner country should be able to help with some of this information and there are ETF reports which will help as well. Ministries of Labour research services should have information and there are international sources like OECD and CEDEFOP.

#### 6.3 ELABORATING THE GENERAL DESCRIPTIONS

The example of elaborating the category of communications has been given. Here are some of the questions that need to be asked in the other categories of key skills.

---

10 See, for example: *Qualifications and Training Methods – Manual No 3 - Development of vocational education and training standards - the impact of labour market information*, European Training Foundation, Turin, 2000.
Work with other people and in a team

What are the teams?

- immediate work groups where work is interdependent (i.e. one person’s work affects the others);
- colleagues in the same work area but not interdependent;
- teams where all the members are in the same occupation or profession;
- teams comprising of people with different occupations or professions.

What is the purpose of the team?

- to plan and carry out work collectively (continuously – like in a production environment);
- to plan and carry out work collectively (on a single project – like a task group);
- to solve problems and make decisions;
- to share information with each other.

Apply and use number

What number processes are used?

- simple mathematics (use of plus, minus, divide, multiply, summation);
- complex mathematics (use of equations, formulae, algebra).

What are numbers used for?

- counting items;
- checking and correcting numerical information;
- working out the costs of things;
- interpreting numerical data;
- measuring and marking out;
- estimating (quantities, portions, dimensions, time, costs, settings for machines).

Solve problems

What problems have to be solved?

- quality of work;
- work processes;
- operation and breakdown of machines;
- interactions between people;
- complains from customers;
- emergencies and hazards.

What problem solving responsibilities are needed?

- anticipating problems;
- identifying/diagnosing problems;
- analysing of problems;
- identifying solutions;
- testing solutions;
- choosing solutions;
- implementing and monitoring solutions.

Take independent decisions

What decisions are made?

- planning of work;
- progress of work;
- quality of work;
- allocating resources (resources include money, capital, working capital, people and time);
- choosing resources (including people);
- obtaining resources.

What decision making processes are involved?

- choosing the criteria for decisions;
- applying criteria chosen by others;
- making the choice individually;
- making the choice collectively;
- explaining the choices made.

Use information technology

What technology is used?

- personal computers;
- mini or mainframe computers;
- computer controlled equipment.

What is the role?

- choosing or specifying hardware and software;
- recommending hardware and software;
- specifying system requirements;
- setting system specifications;
- setting application specifications;
- operating equipment to produce outputs.
What processes are used?
- programming at the system level;
- programming applications;
- originating data;
- interpreting data;
- entering and editing data;
- processing data;
- outputting data.

These questions are designed to help define the detailed requirements for employers in each economy.

6.4 THE EMPLOYMENT PERSPECTIVE – WHAT ARE THE NEEDS OF EMPLOYMENT?

The ‘holistic’ approach uses a slightly different method. A list of skill categories is not used. Instead, descriptions which describe what people do at work are used. These are the important changes which have happened in employment. Broadly, these are:

What new technical skills and processes do people need to perform?
- What are the traditional skills and tasks?
- What new skills and tasks are needed?
- What new equipment and machinery is used?
- What equipment and machinery is likely to be used in the near future?

What do people need to do to manage when things go wrong?
- What are people expected to do when things go wrong?
- At what point is a person expected to call for help?

How do people balance different tasks and aims?
- What different responsibilities do people have?
- How do they decide which are the most important things to do?
- How do they balance different needs?

What do people need to do to manage the physical work environment?
- What natural hazards are there in the work environment?
- What physical conditions do people have to work in?

How do people interact with other people?
- working on their own;
- working in an interdependent work team;
- working in a team, but not interdependent;
- giving advice and help to others;
- providing services to customers and clients;
- providing services to the public (i.e. not sales – e.g. people working in a library or government office);
- working for other people (managers);
- having other people working for them.

What standards do people have to work to?
- standards which are ‘tangible’ (i.e. standards for products which can be seen and inspected);
- standards which are not tangible (e.g., standards of service, like a waiter).

What level of decision making is expected of people, based on the way in which work is organised?
- keeping closely to set guidelines and procedures;
- making decisions between limited options;
- developing criteria and using your own judgement to decide between options.

The same perspective as before is used:

What do employers need now?
... and

What are employers likely to need in the future?
... and

What international trends are there which we may not need now, but which we cannot afford to ignore?
6.5 MODIFYING THE VET CURRICULUM

If these new skill requirements are not included and embedded in the VET curriculum they will not be learned. The skills need to be embedded in three places:

- in the learning outcomes which students are expected to achieve;
- in the learning processes during which they learn the skills;
- in the assessment process to confirm that the skills have been learned.

This section will look at how these skills are included in the learning outcomes. Section II will give an example of how to change the learning process and develop assessment tools, based on the experience of the project team in Kazakhstan.

6.6 CLEAR LEARNING OUTCOMES – AN EXAMPLE

First some remarks about learning outcomes. In many of the VET standards which are being developed in different countries, there are learning outcomes, but they are not clear. They are usually stated within the ‘occupational profile’.

Here is an example from the Standards 2000 project where some feedback was offered on the ways in which the outcomes were phrased (from the VET standard: Standard for a Farmer).

Here is a statement from the draft standard:

Plants trees, bushes, seedlings. Does inoculation, trimming, fights illnesses, uses mechanisms for planting and processing trees

This statement contains sub statements at different levels of detail. For example, the overall outcome ‘Plants trees, bushes, seedlings’ is achieved by ‘(using) mechanisms for planting and processing trees’. Here is how it could be phrased:

In order to: plant and nurture trees, bushes and seedlings (the general outcome) ...

The student must be able to (sub components):

- use machinery for planting and maintaining growth;
- trim and prune plants to control their growth;
- maintain the health of plants by applying inoculation and other disease treatments.

This is a learning outcome.

6.7 ADDING OR EMBEDDING THE CORE SKILLS

Looking at the statement from the standard, the question ‘where are the core skills?’ can be asked. At the moment they are not very visible. But this learning outcome can be changed to show where the core skills could or should be.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original learning outcome</th>
<th>Learning outcome with core skills added</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plant and nurture trees, bushes and seedlings (the learning outcome) ...</td>
<td>Plant and nurture trees, bushes and seedlings (the learning outcome) ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The student must be able to:</td>
<td>The student must be able to:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- use machinery for planting and maintaining growth</td>
<td>- select, prepare and use machinery for planting and maintaining growth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- trim and prune plants to control their growth</td>
<td>- decide when to trim and prune plants to control their growth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- maintain the health of plants by applying inoculation and other disease treatments</td>
<td>- maintain the health of plants by identifying growth defects and applying inoculation and other disease treatments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7. CONCLUSION

7.1 CORE SKILLS, KEY SKILLS, ENTREPRENEURIAL SKILLS

This section has shown that many names are given to those skills which are an essential part of occupational competence. Whilst it is important to have a shared understanding of these skills, the titles and categories are not critical. What is needed is a consistent way of describing them. This section has examined a number of different approaches and identified a list of the common skills which are identified in different countries.

Furthermore, it has been suggested that it is important to make a distinction between descriptions of what people have to do, what they should be like and what they need to know. These distinctions are critical for curriculum design – for if the core/key/entrepreneurial skills are to be developed, then they must be embedded in the VET curriculum.

For curriculum designers it is not enough to have broad and vague descriptions like ‘communication’ and ‘team working’ – these are neither subjects or learning outcomes. Curriculum designers, teachers, students, all need to know what is expected of them, both in employment and in the learning process. To facilitate this a number of ways in which the skills can be elaborated and embedded in VET standards and the subsequent curriculum have been put forward.

7.2 NEXT STEPS

The next step in this publication is to show how one country has taken the concepts of core and entrepreneurial skills and used them to enrich both the content and delivery of the VET curriculum. In this example, which describes a one and a half year project, VET planners, employers, school managers, teachers and students all worked together to turn these theoretical ideas into a reality. The approaches they have developed are an example of what can be done locally to make use of a valuable tool.
1. INTRODUCTION

The second part of this publication describes a two stage project carried out in the Republic of Kazakhstan in which some of the approaches described in section I have been developed and implemented.

The first stage of the project is described in the final report of the Kazakhstan national team entitled *Increasing the employability of youth through integration of core and entrepreneurial skills in education and training - Training materials for teachers on the development of job search and employability skills with pupils*, published in Kazakhstan in 2001. This is a summary of the content of the report.

First, the project team clarify the often confusing and sometimes contradictory concepts of ‘core’ and ‘enterprise’ skills and proposes a consensus on definitions and descriptions which are immediately useful for the design of curriculum materials.

Second, the team suggests that the development of these groups of skills requires a change in the structure of the learning process as well as changes in curriculum design. In just the same way that people cannot be ordered to participate in democratic processes, students cannot be instructed to be enterprising. This is a contradiction in terms. To achieve enterprising outcomes, a move towards learning methods which encourage enterprising behaviour is necessary.

Third, the team presents a model format for the development of learning materials designed to encourage and develop enterprising behaviour, and four concrete examples which show how the model can work. This model is ‘self sustaining’ – this means that the development of these materials is now ‘owned’ by the practitioners and does not depend on the import of systems, materials or expertise from Europe or other donor agencies.

The report represents the first stage of the project. In 2001, it was decided to build on the achievements of the first project by developing further training materials and considering the important issue of assessment of core and enterprise skills.
This section gives a commentary on the first stage of the project and then describes the second stage – the development of smaller training activities – in effect, ‘lesson plans’ – and also contains a section on assessment.

2. THE PROJECT AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

The following extract is taken from the project description as developed by the National Observatory of Kazakhstan and explains the background to the work.

2.1 START OF EXTRACT – BACKGROUND

_Project Title_: Increasing the employability of youth through integration of core and entrepreneurial skills in education and training - Training materials for teachers on the development of job search and employability skills with pupils

Entrepreneurial qualities cannot be developed by a set of pure technical skills inherent to traditional VET curricula. To promote enterprising behaviour and an entrepreneurial culture within the educational system it is of the utmost importance to develop such qualities as the ability:

- to take initiative;
- to perform independently;
- to adopt a disciplined attitude in the interests of the organisation’s predetermined aim;
- to efficiently handle all the tasks with which he or she can be confronted across the occupational spectrum.

In a working world, school leavers need to be able to mobilise their ability to act, to take initiative in several dimensions which suggests:

- self-confidence, i.e. the ability to perceive uncertainty as a possibility for creativity;
- communication, i.e. the ability to express one’s point of view, to honour the opinion of others and to come to an agreement;
- ability to shape reality, i.e. to find a particular solution fitting the circumstances.

The development of these and other abilities should be integrated into the curricula implicitly by means of all subjects and courses delivered by a more personal approach to students.

The project is aimed at:

- analysis of the existing curricula and programmes;
- analysis of needs and problems;
- selection and elaboration of suitable training models taking into consideration the experience and expertise of EU and countries from Central and Eastern Europe to foster the development of creativity, skills of problem solving and critical thinking;
- entrepreneurial skills - not only those involved in setting up and developing a business.

In the future such programmes should be disseminated and implemented in VET institutions to increase the employability of young people who are to enter the labour market.

Overall objective

Strengthening economic and social reform in Kazakhstan, by increasing the employability of the population through the development of high quality vocational education and training for young people.

Immediate objective

Elaboration of a system of training in entrepreneurial and core skills in vocational schools in Kazakhstan through the integration of new personal and interpersonal skills in the training process to increase the employability of school leavers in the labour market and further successful career development.
Expected outcomes

1. classification of skills developed;
2. methodology of training skills in the system of VET in Kazakhstan developed, incorporated into standards and pilot tested;
3. training course for teachers in implementation of the methodology prepared;
4. core group of VET experts trained.

(End of Extract)

3. THE WORK OF THE PROJECT

3.1 CLARIFYING TERMS

The project objectives were discussed thoroughly by the team and led to a process of clarification. As can be seen in the immediate objective, the terms ‘entrepreneurial and core skills’ are set alongside ‘new personal and interpersonal skills’ – which leads to the simple but fundamental question – what do these terms mean?

The team, with external advice, examined the previous ETF work on these topics and found little in the way of clarification. This is not to say that the ETF work is, in itself, confusing – rather the ETF work elaborates the issues and confusions about these concepts which abound in developed economies. In a general sense, these terms and concepts can be understood at a superficial level – but they require precise elaboration before they can be used to structure a training curriculum. Many of the issues identified in Section I of this publication were discussed by the team.

Core, entrepreneurial, personal and interpersonal skills are new topics for transition economies and although the issues are well discussed in the literature, there is little practical and concrete experience against which to evaluate the many and varied options available.

The team were obliged to ‘unpack’ the concepts and examine each in turn – which also led to a re-examination of the objectives of the project.

3.2 ENTREPRENEURIAL SKILLS

First, the team looked at the apparently simple idea of ‘entrepreneurial skills’. What, in the context of the Kazakhstan economy, is this intended to mean? Do we expect 18 year old graduates from vocational schools to immediately start their own businesses? Or are our expectations more modest – is the expectation little more than a general desire that young people should understand market economies a little better.

The team examined Alan Gibb’s paper ‘Concepts and Experiences of Entrepreneurship in Education and Training – What has been discussed, what has been achieved and what is missing?’12, which has a very useful section on ‘Objectives and Outcomes’ (pages 7 and 8). Here is the extract which the team considered in detail:

What are the curriculum objectives?

- To create a capacity to start a new venture?
- To provide insight into working in a small venture?
- To develop ‘business’ understanding in general?
- To develop personal ‘enterprising’ capabilities?

What is the desired outcome for participants?

- To have the capacity to start a new venture?
- To have the capacity to work effectively in a small organisation?
- To have the capacity to work effectively in the flexible labour market?
- To have the personal entrepreneurial skills to enjoy all aspects of life to the full?

---

11 See, for example, Development of Core Skills Training in Partner Countries, Simon Shaw, ETF, June 1998.
12 In Increasing employability by integrating entrepreneurship in education and training, ETF, 2000.
Other sections of the ETF report were useful pointers to the clarification of expectations which were required. Significant extracts include:

On one level there is discussion of the introduction of entrepreneurial skills within a broad educational setting where they play a part in preparing young people for the wider world of both work and citizenship. At another level there is reference to what specific training should be given to people who have a business idea and who wish to set up their own company.

*Cross Country Review, George Whyte*

… the time has come to integrate entrepreneurship into vocational education and training, so that the student is capable of responding to the demands of the market, both as an employee (intrapreneur) and as an employer (entrepreneur).

*Towards Entrepreneurship in Education and Training, Bernhard Buck*

The general consensus was that although it might be desirable for the Kazakhstan economy to develop a cadre of business entrepreneurs capable of starting chains of small businesses – this was not a realistic objective for this project. Small business development is a complex economic process which is not solely dependent on vocational education and training. Small businesses require clearly targeted markets, capital investment including venture capital, enabling fiscal policies and many other conditions which lead to successful establishment and growth.

In general, it was felt that some of the objectives proposed by Alan Gibb were realistic targets – in particular:

- to develop personal ‘enterprising’ capabilities;
- to have the capacity to work effectively in a small organisation;
- to have the capacity to work effectively in a flexible labour market.

The challenge for the project was to convert these targets into clear and more detailed learning objectives.

The team were also influenced by comments in many of the papers which drew attention to the importance of the learning process in developing ‘enterprising’ capabilities. Comments by Alan Gibb and Bernhard Buck were particularly relevant:

If, however, entrepreneurship is really to be embedded in the education system then it must be reflected in the culture of the education institution itself, the organisation of the classroom and the ability of the teacher.

*Concepts and Experiences of Entrepreneurship in Education and Training – What has been discussed, what has been achieved and what is missing?, Alan Gibb*

In contrast to the traditional concept of vocational education and training, entrepreneurship in education and training (EET) relies wholly on the student’s potential as an innovator. Releasing that potential, and transforming it so that the student is perceived as unique and able to implement his ideas, is the central aim of EET.

*Towards Entrepreneurship in Education and Training, Bernhard Buck*

This process of clarification resulted in the team proposing a number of sub-objectives designed to elaborate what was now seen as a rather vague initial objective. The team proposed the following13:

‘To strengthen the ability of teachers and students to act effectively and flexibly while seeking a job, entering a job and adapting oneself to the new work place. The expected outcome should be the following skills:

- the ability to set an objective and make a decision in the uncertain situation in the labour market;’

13 In most instances, the original translation of the project report has been used. The content of the objectives has been slightly modified from the first translation. The phrase ‘sure and rational (technologically correct) behaviour after finishing a school’ was eventually re-translated as ‘adapting to new technological requirements’.
and the subsequent elaboration by the team. Three groups were proposed:

- skills to improve employability (to gain and keep employment);
- skills which enable students to identify and obtain employment (described as 'job search');
- additional knowledge and skills which support job search and employability.

Through a process of discussion, clarification and consultation with employers, a final list of skills was agreed. These skills were then re-stated as core learning outcomes.

### 3.4 THE CORE LEARNING OUTCOMES

#### 1. Skills which improve employability:

1a Communicating with people by:

- speaking directly;
- using the telephone;
- active listening;
- writing.

1b Communicating in order to:

- identify and obtain information;
- summarise key points in information;
- present information to others;
- work effectively as part of a work group (team).

1c Planning and implementing the action required to meet an objective.

1d Identifying, analysing and solving problems in both professional and personal life.

1e Using a personal computer to obtain, enter, edit, process and output information and data by:

- starting up a computer and managing the operating system;
- entering, editing, formatting and processing text using text processors, spreadsheets and databases (Microsoft Office components);
- outputting information to printers and for electronic transmission (e-mail);
- identifying and obtaining useful information using the Internet.

---

The phrase ‘interactive training’ resulted in an additional objective for the project – the development of a learner centred teaching process.

### 3.3 CORE SKILLS

Having gone some way towards clarifying the meaning of 'entrepreneurial', the team also looked at the core skills which were thought to be necessary to meet the main objective. Once again, the team found interminable lists of core skills so a decision was taken to identify the skills which were a priority for the economy and then to re-state the skills as a clear structure of core learning outcomes which described what student would be able to do, rather than lists of skills which they should possess – broadly following the approaches described in section I.

The first stage involved separating the different groups of skills which were embedded in both the original objectives and the subsequent elaboration by the team. Three groups were proposed:
2. Skills which enable students to identify and obtain employment (job search)

2a Identifying and using information about the local and national labour market to identify appropriate and realistic job opportunities.

2b Identifying appropriate vacancies.

2c Communicating with employers by:
- preparing CVs and résumés;
- preparing job seeking letters;
- completing application forms.

2d Preparing and presenting yourself at an interview by:
- selecting an appropriate form of self-presentation;
- answering questions clearly and accurately;
- asking appropriate questions.

3. Additional knowledge and skills which support job search and employability

3a Knowledge of the rights and duties of a citizen in relation to labour legislation.

3b Adapting to uncertainty and changes in the labour market by:
- adapting existing skills to meet new skill needs;
- willingly learning new skills to widen labour market opportunities;
- exploring alternative routes to employment (widening search area, self-employment, voluntary work, higher education etc).

Three points need to be made about this list. The first is that the ‘technical’ skills for computer application are included. This is quite deliberate and represents the importance of information technology in establishing and maintaining employability.

The second is that the list is open to adaptation and change. It is not an attempt to make a definitive list of capabilities – it represents informed and authoritative opinion of the outcomes required to enhance employability in Kazakhstan in 2001. As such, it is designed to be changed and modified as conditions change. It is also worth noting that the list benefited from considerable employer input.

The third point is that each of the statements in the list is phrased as an ‘outcome’ – it describes what a student will be able to do, rather than topics which have to be taught. In this sense, it is a starting point to achieving one of the significant changes noted by the team – that the central focus must be what the student needs to learn and be able to do – not what the teacher has to teach.

The team was confident that these outcomes represented, in concrete terms, the characteristics of entrepreneurial behaviour and the essential core skills required by enterprises in Kazakhstan.

3.5 REFLECTING THE CORE LEARNING OUTCOMES IN LEARNING MATERIALS

Attention now turned to the way in which these core learning outcomes should be presented and delivered within the VET curriculum. The purpose of the project was to develop learning materials as a delivery mechanism, so there are essentially two options. The first is to develop specific materials designed to develop the groups of skills – in effect, lesson plans to teach the skills. The second is to embed the skills in the professional or technical training by designing work related activities which are then ‘enriched’ with the core and enterprise skills.

The first option would result in specific lessons for the ‘subjects’ of communication skills, problem solving, planning etc. This would be the more familiar route for colleagues in Kazakhstan and many other New Independent States. However, the team had already made a commitment to a more integrated and learner centred approach, so the development of instructional materials for separate core and enterprise skills lessons seemed to be a retrograde step.

---

14 Later in this publication the development of a rolling programme of employer consultation, using a database to collate responses and to propose additions and modifications to the list of skills will be discussed.
3.6 EMBEDDING THE CORE LEARNING OUTCOMES

The discussion turned to the second option – how the core learning outcomes could be ‘embedded’ in technical activities so that the technical, core and enterprise skills could be developed in parallel and in context. Much of the research into these issues in Europe has shown that the separation of core skills into specific topics is fraught with difficulties. Taken out of context, these ‘generic’ skills lose much of their meaning and relevance. Take communication skills for example. In the context of professional and technical activities, communication skills can be quite different. The ability to interpret a technical manual, essential for an installation engineer, is quite different from the ability to advise a customer about goods and services. Yet, both are ‘communication skills’.

Some advances had already been made in this direction in the way in which the list of skills had been formatted - in the form of outcomes with some context – so for example, communications skills had been divided into the different ways of communicating (speaking, listening etc) and the different purposes of communication (to present information, to obtain information etc).

3.7 EMBEDDING WITHIN ‘TECHNICAL’ ACTIVITIES

The local team decided that this should be the route to take – as far as possible, the learning materials were to be based on existing technical activities where there were already opportunities for the development of the core learning outcomes. Three potential types of material were identified – related to different opportunities for development.

1. Those where there were already substantial opportunities for identifying core and enterprise skills as part of a normally occurring work activity – an example would be the design and fabrication of a steel window frame. This already contains considerable elements of planning, decision making and communication skills (if done in a team context).

2. Work activities which could be enhanced by the addition of core and enterprise skills – an example would be preparing correspondence. Normally students would be given manuscripts to process on a word processor – but the ‘normal’ activity could be enhanced by setting a context of organising a conference so that students would have to develop and prepare different types of document (letters of invitation, advertisements, delegate lists, abstracts of papers etc).

3. Activities directly related to the core learning outcomes – an example would be job search where students could be given the task of investigating the requirements of local employers and preparing CVs and application forms based on their investigations.

But as well as identifying appropriate technical activities, the design of learning materials also needed to take into account the teaching and learning methods which would be used.

What was now needed was a more concrete model of the learner centred approach and a model format for the design of the learning materials.

3.8 THE LEARNER CENTRED APPROACH

During the process of clarifying terms and shaping the project objectives (see 3.2 above) the team had already noted that changes to the learning process would be needed to encourage an ‘enterprising’ model of learning. The team referred to this as ‘interactive training’, and chose to adopt a learner centred model proposed by Hermann Schmidt. A paper describing the approach in more detail is attached as Annex 1.

This model gave the team a format for the design of learning materials. The Schmidt model gives a series of stages in organising learning based around student managed projects which emulate work activities. The stages can be simplified as:
setting learning objectives and defining outcomes;
- planning;
- implementation/execution;
- evaluation.

The focus of the learning materials is to give as much responsibility as possible to the students in planning, implementing and evaluating the activity, with the teacher acting as resource provider, coach and adviser.

In the course of discussion, two diagrams were produced which illustrate the different relationships. Here is the first one:

**Figure 1: The teacher controls the learning process**

In this model, the teacher has total control over the learning resources (which will include the classroom, teaching materials, equipment etc) and these are used to add knowledge and skills to the student. The dotted line represents the teacher’s ‘ownership’ and control of the learning process which is then applied to students. This ownership model is typical of traditional education and is reinforced even in the physical layout of classrooms with the visual aids being behind the teacher who stands facing a class, acting as a barrier between the students and the learning resources.

**Figure 2: The teacher facilitates the learning process**

In this model the student, in collaboration with other students, is encouraged to use the learning resources directly. The role of the teacher is to create an effective learning environment, represented by the dotted line. The teacher acts as guide, coach and mentor – and becomes, in effect, part of the learning resources available to students.

Having agreed the role of the teacher, attention turned to completing the format for learning materials by proposing some additions to the activity cycle proposed by the Schmidt model. These were:

- a section which gave information about who the materials were designed for and the level of existing competence needed to make the activity viable;
- the team recognised that errors might occur and that this could cause potential safety hazards and waste of resources, so a section was added which identified stages and activities which must be checked with the teacher before continuing with the activity.
3.9 FORMAT FOR THE DESIGN OF INTERACTIVE LEARNING MATERIALS

The format, which is phrased as guidelines for a teacher, is shown below.

1. Who is this for?

This section should contain:

- a description of the occupational/professional area or specialism (e.g. welding, electronic assembly);
- whether the activity is for an individual or a group – and if for a group, an indication of the preferred group size;
- the existing knowledge and skills the students need to have to be able to undertake the activity (e.g. – for a welding activity you would need to specify what welding skills the student(s) need to have);
- whether the activity is designed to develop professional skills as well as the core learning outcomes.

2. Outcome

This should include:

- the outcome of the work activity, phrased as an outcome – not a subject or topic (e.g. preparing business letters, mixing and baking a cake for a special occasion);
- the quality criteria which will be applied to evaluate the outcome (what is produced) and the criteria used to evaluate the process (how things are done).

3. Core/employability skills developed

- the core learning outcomes which are specifically developed by this work activity;
- any professional skills which are developed by the activity.

4. Planning phase

A description of the typical resources, methods etc required to complete the work activity. This should not be a list of instructions – it is for the students to identify the key planning stages and resource requirements. The purpose is to help the teacher prepare the resources which are likely to be necessary.

Depending on the activity and professional area, you might need to describe:

- reference materials and other information;
- identifying and specifying the equipment needed;
- calibration and setting the equipment;
- calculating the materials required;
- selecting an appropriate method or technique;
- deciding the sequence of activity and allocating roles to team members.

If the activity is to be done by a team, you can suggest whether the team should work as a ‘co-operative’ (i.e. no specific leader) or whether a leader should be chosen.

An indication of any stage or part of a stage in which the student(s) must bring their plans for checking before proceeding should be given. This is particularly important where safety and potential waste is an issue. For example, if students are selecting a method of welding, this would need to be checked because selecting the wrong method could be dangerous. When calculating the ingredients for a cake and deciding the sequence of mixing, this should be checked because the wrong ingredients mixed in the wrong order would produce waste.

In this section there is also a description of parts of the planning process where student(s) may be given freedom to make choices and decisions and where there is no choice.

5. Implementation/execution

This section describes the typical way in which the activity is implemented. Any steps or activities in which instruction might be required should also be included.

In general, instruction should only be given when:
the activity is designed to develop a professional skill which requires specific methods or techniques;
- the activity, as implemented by the students, could result in danger or waste;
- instructions are requested and the students are unlikely to be able to succeed without instruction.

6. Evaluation

This section is a description of who does the evaluation (this could be the student(s) themselves, another student group, the teacher). As far as is possible and practicable, students should be involved in the evaluation process.

In this section the evaluation criteria for the outcome and process can be repeated.

3.10 THE EXAMPLE MATERIALS

The team worked with this format and drafted four example materials for:
- planning and preparing a cake for a special occasion;
- designing and fabricating a window frame;
- preparing business letters;
- preparing a contract of employment.

During the working sessions the team elaborated the original format by adding a table to enable teachers to plan the organisation of the activity and the nature of interaction, and an explanatory note for students to brief them about the activity. The completed materials are shown in Annex 3.

3.11 WHAT HAPPENED NEXT?

The team had developed, in a short time, a list of core and employability skills of direct relevance to the Kazakhstan economy, expressed them as a list of core learning outcomes, which had, in addition, been validated by key employers. In parallel, they had developed a number of large scale 'work related projects', designed to 'embed' the core learning outcomes and deliver them through a student centred learning process.

The next phase, which lay outside the original project remit, was to implement the project approach and to start a process of dissemination to other VET teachers to check that the method was transferable.

3.12 IMPLEMENTING THE PROJECT APPROACH AND THE MATERIALS IN VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS

Four vocational schools were involved in this project and in three of them, the project immediately moved towards implementation. In three of the schools, senior managers decided to review current learning approaches as they had identified a major weakness which could compromise delivery. In short, VET teachers were trained in a highly didactic 'control' model, involving formal lessons, lectures and demonstrations, with very little group activity – typical of the model illustrated in Figure 1 above. It was anticipated, correctly, that teachers would find the new approach, typified in Figure 2, extremely challenging and would find it difficult to relinquish control and authority.

The three schools decided to meet this problem head on. Each ran a series of development programmes for teachers, starting with a core group in each school whom, senior managers judged, would be best able to adapt to the new approach. Under the title of Goodbye Training, Welcome to Self Learning, the development programmes were designed to brief teachers on the new approach and to start each teacher on the process of adapting their own teaching practice by using the model format.

The precise method and approach to the development programme varied in each school. In school number 18, weekly workshop sessions were held with the core group, later widening to all the teaching staff with the core group acting as coaches. In school 10 a special development unit was established to act as a resource centre for self guided learning. In the Gymnasium, the Deputy Director acted as an internal trainer and coach, building on previous work in the establishment.

In the fourth school, a change in personnel meant that the project work was not implemented in full.
3.13 REGIONAL DISSEMINATION SEMINARS

At the same time, the local experts from the National Observatory, together with members of the project team, ran a series of regional seminars on the approach involving local teachers. The seminars introduced the approach and invited participants to develop their own materials using the model format.

3.14 ANALYSIS OF EXISTING CURRICULA

Finally, a team member used some of the categories in the learning materials format to undertake an analysis of existing curricula to identify the existing coverage of essential core learning outcomes. The analysis is shown below:

Figure 3: Core skills in existing curricula (developed by Dina Almagambetova)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Occupation</th>
<th>Technical skills</th>
<th>Technical knowledge</th>
<th>Managing the process</th>
<th>Communication skills</th>
<th>Organisation of work</th>
<th>Social – ecological</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hairdresser</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art and design specialist</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General construction worker</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal worker-plumber</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tailor (category 4)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dress cutter (category 5)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controller of car technical condition</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialist in hotel business</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialist in restaurant business</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waiter-barman</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cook (category 3)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cook (category 4)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confectioner (category 3)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confectioner (category 4)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tractor-driver – machinist</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vegetable and fruit grower</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typist – office worker</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controller-cashier</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The analysis is extremely useful because it shows an almost complete lack of coverage in most of the core learning outcomes. The only significant feature is the coverage of ‘managing the (work) process’ in hotel and restaurant occupations – both of which are relatively new occupations which have been developed according to international standards.

4. EXTENDING THE SCOPE OF THE PROJECT – PHASE 2

4.1 IMPLEMENTATION PROBLEMS

At the end of the local implementation phase, a number of problems had emerged which suggested a second stage to the project. The problems were as follows:

First, it was proving difficult to implement the original materials. The project based approach was designed using models drawn from European practice, where trainers have considerable freedom to develop and implement large scale learning activities. The materials designed in Kazakhstan were simply too large to fit with the officially required format of the school day – with lessons and subjects broken into 45 minute sessions. Some of the original projects would require training activities extending over whole days, or even a number of days.

Second, it was sometimes difficult to persuade teachers that the core learning outcomes were those required by employers. Although employers were involved in the original project team, there were few of them and there had been no clear validation of the list of outcomes.

Third, it became clear that assessment of students learning with the new method was a major challenge. Many of the core learning outcomes cannot be assessed, validly, using the assessment tools of traditional education – practical testing and examinations.

4.2 PHASE 2 PROJECT OBJECTIVES

In response to these problems a second phase of the project started in 2001 with the following objectives:

- to develop a format for materials which met the realities of school organisation – in effect, changing from large scale projects to more modest lesson plans;
- to identify a reference group of employers to validate and extend the list of core learning outcomes;
- to develop assessment formats for the lesson plans;
- to disseminate the approach and the new materials at a national seminar involving all 16 regions of Kazakhstan and a seminar for other Central Asian countries.

In addition, this second stage gave an opportunity to review progress and, in particular, to evaluate the reactions of both teachers and students to the new approach.

4.3 EVALUATING PROGRESS

This section draws on a number of meetings held with the project team, meetings with teachers and students in each school and observations of four lessons designed using the new approach.

The response of teachers

The teachers all responded positively to the new approach and most admitted that they had found it challenging in the first instance. The following three case studies illustrate typical responses (as far as possible, verbatim, translated comments are used).
Marina Shvein, Teacher, School No 18

**Context:** Marina is a teacher working in sales occupations. She organises training sessions in the workplace of a chain of local supermarkets who approached school 18 to ask for help in developing product knowledge and improving customer service. At the suggestion of the school, the employees are also trained in accountancy to broaden their employment potential.

**Before:** ‘In the past I instructed students. They were attentive, but passive. This method worked with product knowledge, but for customer service it was not a very good method – just theory of interaction and rules for dealing with customers’.

**Now:** ‘Now the students work together in groups. For example, for customer service I will ask them to identify the desirable characteristics of a shop assistant from the customer’s point of view. They develop their own profiles and use these to assess their own behaviour. For each session I give a theme and together we design a training activity based on the theme. Then they assess the results.

At first the students found it difficult, but now they are very happy with the approach – they are more active.’

Sholpan Chinibaeva, Trainer, School No 18

**Context:** Sholpan teaches the theory and practice of food preparation and food service.

**Before:** ‘I give practical lessons to follow the theory sessions. In the past I would divide the students into work groups of four to five students, tell them the lesson objective, give practical demonstrations and give instructions on the tasks to be done.’

**Now:** ‘I have a changed role. I produce a guidance note for the students describing the objectives, the knowledge and skills which will be developed and the assessment criteria. The students, in self selecting teams, then decide how the work will be carried out, they complete the tasks and then assess the results of their work and that of their colleagues, referring to me only if they have difficulties. They work independently on the activities. The students have become more active and creative. They make decisions, suggestions for improvements, they are more flexible and more confident. They feel more ownership of the product.’

Natalia Alistratova, Deputy Director, Gymnasium No 4

**Context:** Natalia is both a Deputy Director with responsibility for the development of teaching methods, and a teacher of chemistry.

**Before:** ‘The Gymnasium has experimented with a more student centred approach for about eight years, but it is presented as a different way to teach and for some teachers it is difficult to accept. New teachers in particular try to teach the class for the whole lesson – just standing at the front and lecturing. The children are passive and quickly lose interest.’

**Now:** ‘The work of the project has given us a more rational structure and teachers can now see that the teaching method has a clear purpose – to develop core skills which can be used in both education and work. The method works with general subjects. For example, I teach chemistry and I give as much opportunity to the students to be involved in practical assignments. In a lesson on the element ‘ferrous’, I question students to establish their current knowledge, encourage them to use reference materials and then give different groups a practical assignment. They elect a leader, plan the activity through discussion, decide who will do each part of the activity, present the results to the class and evaluate their work.’

Madina Kamnazorova, teacher of Geography, College of Construction

**Before:** Students studying travel and tourism attended lectures in geography, conducted in the traditional manner.

**Now:** ‘I have used my lecture notes to create workbooks and handouts for the students. I set the objectives for an area of study and break it into practical assignments which the students work on in groups. They can choose to work on areas that are of interest to them. I act as an adviser, helping them to identify the resources they need.’
GENERAL COMMENTS

Here are some general comments by teachers and trainers involved in the project:

‘We use this approach for complex work activities, students assess their own work, they help each other and look at new ways of doing things. The teacher creates the environment.’

Berik Omarov, trainer in motor repairs, School No 10

‘We have completely changed the organisation of activities. I involve the students in the quality of the outcome. They identify the required quality of the product, they set standards, they identify criteria for assessing the quality of the sausage and any defects.’

Erulan Karaguzov, trainer in butchery and sausage making, School No 18

‘The approach is attractive, but quite difficult at first as there is a psychological barrier for teachers. However, we find that it [the method] gives us more time for observation and evaluation and it makes the students more comfortable and confident’

Aisha Duisenbaeva, School No 10

Finally some comments from a group of students and teachers from School No 18, involved in carpentry, painting, electrical installation and welding:

‘It helps because we have to think logically … we are responsible for the results of the work of the team … working together is important’. (student)

‘Students become more active, even the timid ones … ’ (teacher)

‘This will help us to compete in the labour market.’ (student)

‘We now guide the work of students. It was difficult at the beginning, but now less so. Students quickly developed the skills of research.’ (teacher)

‘In secondary school we just listened and responded to questions. Here we learn to communicate, with the teacher and each other. This practice is very important and employers will value it. Life is changing … team working is becoming important.’ (student)

Overall, the project implementation was highly successful. Both teachers and students were enthusiastic about the new approach and the process of continuing development of teachers was proving successful as well. As had been anticipated, teachers and students found the initial adaptation challenging and demanding, but soon became comfortable with the method.
4.4 THE MODEL IN PRACTICE

The use of the method was further validated by the observation of four lessons involving:

- laying a table for food service;
- planning a domestic electrical installation;
- identifying the properties of ferrous metals;
- preparing starter courses for a function.

In each lesson the learning process followed a similar pattern. Teachers opened the sessions by outlining objectives using a question and answer format to check existing knowledge and handed out work sheets. Students then worked in teams, checking with each other, the teacher and in one instance, ‘consultant experts’ (other teachers) for advice. Tasks were completed, evaluated by the teams, other teams and the teacher. In most cases, teams presented their work to the rest of the class using audio and visual aids. From the observer’s point of view the results were extremely impressive.

4.5 DEVELOPING THE FORMAT OF MATERIALS

As we have already noted, the original concept of large scale projects was difficult to implement in the vocational schools. The original format was also impossible to implement in general subjects because it relied on a work related activity. As a result, the team had changed the overall format to a lesson plan, which was then reproduced as a short case study which combined the original ‘learner centred’ activity cycle with an evaluation of the impact of the approach. The format, and a completed example, are shown below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Format for Case Study:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name of teacher and school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of subject area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If appropriate – why this subject area was chosen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where the training activity takes place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How students are involved in:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Research and analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Setting quality criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The activity itself</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Evaluation of the results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How the teacher is involved in:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Research and analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Setting quality criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The activity itself</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Evaluation of the results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching/learning resources which have been developed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main differences between what is done now and what was done before</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The teacher’s opinion on the benefits and advantages of the approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback from students on the approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plans for further development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General comments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Completed Case Study

Here is an example of a completed format for the activity described in the first case study:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of teacher and school</th>
<th>Marina Shvein, VET School No 18.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of subject area</td>
<td>Sales Assistants – customer service.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If appropriate – why this subject area was chosen</td>
<td>This is a modern occupation with high demand. Customer service is still undeveloped and students need to learn how to communicate with customers and identify needs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where the training activity takes place and other information like duration of activities etc.</td>
<td>We work with a local chain of supermarkets. Training takes place in the employers premises in a separate training room. Training sessions last four hours.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| How students are involved in: | \begin{itemize}  
| Planning | Not directly involved.  
| Research and analysis | Students observe customer interaction during normal work.  
| Setting quality criteria | Students identify the key characteristics of a shop assistant and the important factors of customer service.  
| The activity itself | The training activity is based on group working, including role play exercises in which students practice different types of interaction (e.g. advising customers, dealing with complaints).  
| Evaluation of the results | The group evaluates the results and gives feedback.  
\end{itemize} |
| How the teacher is involved in: | \begin{itemize}  
| Planning | The general theme of each session is set by the teacher.  
| Research and analysis | The teacher encourages students to make observations of customer interaction.  
| Setting quality criteria | The teacher helps groups to identify quality criteria if they ask for help or if they are clearly missing an important criterion.  
| The activity itself | During the activity the teacher is available for help and advice if students ask for it.  
| Evaluation of the results | The teacher helps the groups with the evaluation but the students are always given the first opportunity to evaluate results. The teacher corrects obvious mistakes.  
\end{itemize} |
| Teaching/learning resources which have been developed | Each theme/activity has a worksheet which describes the overall theme and the process of working. The format of the worksheet follows the format for student guidelines developed in the first stage of the project. |
| Main differences between what is done now and what was done before | In the past the students were given lessons and instruction on each theme by the teacher. There were opportunities to practice and ask questions, but controlled by the teacher. |
| The teacher’s opinion on the benefits and advantages of the approach | The students are more active, animated and interested – they learn more and more quickly. The atmosphere is quite different – it is more collaborative. |
| Feedback from students on the approach | The students like the new approach – they say it gives more interest and they remember what they have learned. |
| Plans for further development | This approach will be used for all the themes in the curriculum for sales assistants. |
| General comments | The employer is also pleased with the new method. It seems that students are more motivated and the employer hopes that this will have an impact on labour turnover – which was very high when staff were untrained. |
In practice the two formats are used in parallel. The large scale format is still used to plan overall themes and lessons, with the case study completed later to help the project team monitor and evaluate results. It is the case study format which is disseminated to other teachers.

It is the intention of the project team to make the case studies available on a web site so that teachers in different regions and Russian speaking countries can have access to the materials. One of the agreements made with participants on the seminars run by the project team is that completed case studies are sent to the team to contribute to the bank of materials.

4.6 VALIDATING AND EXTENDING THE LIST OF CORE LEARNING OUTCOMES WITH EMPLOYERS

The second project objective was to develop a ‘reference group’ of employers who could comment on the validity of the existing list of core learning outcomes and update it as necessary. The project team had the advantage of being involved with a regional project on Training in Enterprise Development (TED), so the group of some 60 employers involved in this project were asked to contribute to this part of the work.

For each of the core learning outcomes, employers were asked to identify different key occupations in their organisation and to rate each outcome on a three point scale:

- essential – needed at all times;
- desirable – needed sometimes, but can be learned as required;
- not significant for this occupation.

In the first validation exercise, a score of over 98% was achieved for all the identified outcomes in the first two categories (essential or desirable).

Employers were also asked to propose any outcomes or skills which were missing from this list. This additional list is being monitored and will be used to update the original list of core learning outcomes as patterns emerge. The questionnaire has now been entered into a database so that changes can be tracked for requirements in different occupations, industries and enterprises.

4.7 DEVELOPING ASSESSMENT FORMATS

The project team recognised that the assessment of this form of learning is quite different from traditional methods of testing and assessment. The topic of ‘competence based’ assessment is complex. In this section, some of the problems inherent in using more traditional methods is examined and a more extensive discussion is developed in a paper prepared for the project team (Annex 2).

Teachers developed their own assessment formats and criteria and all involved students in assessing their own and their colleagues’ work. However, the assessment methods used relied heavily on traditional practice and the implicit knowledge of each teacher. In all the lessons observed, teachers developed marking schemes for assessing students. Here are two examples:

Assessment example 1

For the lesson on planning and connecting electrical circuits the group was broken into four sub groups of four students. One group acted as ‘expert assessors’ although it was difficult to determine how this group was selected or whether the same group acted as assessor for each session.

Following the activity, each group elected a speaker who presented the results of the activity and described the processes used, including demonstrating tools and equipment. Other groups and the ‘expert assessors’ then asked questions – which seemed to be quite arbitrary. Questions included costs, safety points etc.

The groups were then assessed, or rather, marked, by the ‘expert assessors’ on a scale of 3 to 5. Each mark was confirmed by the teacher. The criteria for marking was:

- 5 = all criteria met with acceptable minor mistakes;
4 = two minor and one major mistake allowed;
3 = two major and two minor mistakes allowed.

Marks were awarded against five criteria:

- the design of the circuit and the sequence of activities chosen;
- the selection of materials, tools and equipment;
- the secure connection of cables and joints;
- following safety rules.

In addition, 0.25 of a mark was awarded for every question posed by other groups answered correctly. Also, the quality of the presentation was marked on a three to five scale, although no clear criteria were identified – instead, comments like 'presented very well' and 'good job' were used to justify the marks awarded.

In the lesson observed, each group achieved five marks for the activity and the presentation. The group mark became the individual mark, plus any marks accumulated for answering questions, which were given to the person making the presentation (this role circulated). Marks were accumulated in student records, although it was difficult to determine how the marks were used and whether they contributed to the final diploma or certificate.

Assessment example 2

In the chemistry lesson the students were broken into four groups and each group was given a separate task, set by the teacher. Each group elected a leader to co-ordinate activities and the leader also presented the results to the class.

Results were explained to the class by each group leader, using the blackboard as a visual aid, and marks were awarded by a consensus reached between the non-presenting groups and the teacher. The marking scheme was described as being from one to five, but in practice, only three to five were used. The criteria for assessment were given to students with the work sheets which described the task.

As with the first example, scoring was based on the number of errors and omissions. One group scored five, two scored four and one scored 3+ (the '+' was added by the teacher).

Assessment examples – commentary

In all the examples observed, and in further discussions with teachers, it was clear that all the teachers had adopted a marking scheme approach. This is not at all surprising since that is the method used in the school system. But all had also worked on identifying criteria for assessment, and for many teachers this was a new approach. Furthermore, clear attempts had been made to make the criteria and the marking schemes ‘transparent’. In that they were shared with students and the students were closely involved in the assessment process.

Despite these positive points, most of the teachers involved were uneasy about the methods they had developed. They agreed on the value of having criteria, but were much less confident in the marking schemes.

The key issue here is that a competence based approach to assessment rarely uses marking systems – which are primarily designed to assess the performance of students against each other (called ‘norm referenced assessment’). This approach has its merits and uses, but is limited in terms of assessing the achievement of clear objectives. It also relies on judgements which can be quite arbitrary (for example, comments like ‘presented very well’ to justify marks).

The object of a competence based approach is to determine whether a student or a group of students has met the standard defined by the criteria (called criterion referenced assessment). In this form of assessment there are only two results: ‘yes’ or ‘no, not yet’. In a learning environment if the result is ‘no’, feedback to identify what would be needed to meet the criteria would be expected. The only ‘mistakes’ which would be allowed would be those which can be identified and corrected before they result in damage or waste.
The key to this method is to define clear assessment criteria to which the results ‘yes – the student can do this’ or ‘no, the student cannot do this yet’, can be applied. As we have seen, teachers did identify assessment criteria – but in fact, what they did was identify areas of the activity to which criteria could be applied. Let us look at the examples of electrical installation.

In this example, the teacher identified four assessment criteria:

- the design of the circuit and the sequence of activities chosen;
- the selection of materials, tools and equipment;
- the secure connection of cables and joints;
- following safety rules.

These assessment criteria, as stated, simply identify areas which are important for assessment and, as they stand, are amenable to a marking or grading approach. What is needed, in order to make them amenable to competence based (criterion referenced) assessment, is to identify assessment criteria in each area to which the result ‘yes’ or ‘no, not yet’ can be applied. Here are some examples (which are limited by the author’s lack of technical knowledge!):

- The area **The design of the circuit and the sequence of activities chosen** could produce the following assessment criteria:
  - the design of the circuit optimises the use of materials and is appropriate to the type of installation;
  - the sequence of activities chosen is logical and maximises the use of the time of all team members.

- The area **The secure connection of cables and joints** could produce the following assessment criteria:
  - the correct jointing methods are used to connect cables;
  - all connections are safe and secure and the system operates as intended.

- The area **Following safety rules** could produce the following assessment criteria:
  - tools and equipment are checked before use for safe operation and are used in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions;
  - all mains supplies are isolated before work on live circuits begins;
  - the work area is secured against accidental entry from members of the public;
  - all joints, connections, circuits and systems are tested for safety before being integrated into the main supply;
  - safety equipment and clothing is used as appropriate.

Following a workshop session on assessment, a discussion paper was produced to help the teams to identify appropriate methods of assessment. The complete paper is in Annex 2.

Following the workshop session, an example assessment format, based on the activity of laying tables, was developed and is shown below. The assessment format also covers the core learning outcomes which are embedded in the activity, the team working environment and the presentation by students.

The assessment format follows the method for identifying a number of ‘assessment criteria’ – essentially, a list of statements which describe the requirements of the activity. Care is taken to choose the most appropriate evaluative phrase and the statement is phrased in such a way as to allow a ‘yes/no’ judgement to be made; in line with most systems of competence based assessment.

This format is still in development and has not yet been fully implemented.
### Assessment Criteria – Professional Activity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Yes/no</th>
<th>If no – what is needed to meet the criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The table is checked before laying and is clean and visibly free from debris</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The linen, cutlery, glassware and crockery selected is appropriate for the type of meal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linen, cutlery, glassware and crockery is stacked safely and within easy reach</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tables cloths are positioned symmetrically with equal overhang on opposite sides</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plates are positioned accurately, approximately two finger widths from the edge of the table</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glasses are positioned in an appropriate pattern to the top right of the main plate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutlery is positioned at an equal distance from each side of the plate and in order of serving</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional service items (flowers, condiments etc.) are positioned appropriately</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All cutlery, glassware and crockery is checked after laying and is cleaned if necessary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Items are handled safely and hygienically</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Assessment Criteria – Core Learning Outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Yes/no</th>
<th>If no – what is needed to meet the criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Each member of the team works safely and in a way which does not hinder others</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team members offer help and advice when asked to do so</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Members cooperate in activities which involve more than one person</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any plans are agreed by the team</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Each stage of the activity is checked by team members and necessary changes are made</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The results of the activity are explained (orally), problems, solutions and recommendations for improvements are identified and are clear and concise</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additional assessment formats are being developed but it is too early to judge whether they have been successfully implemented.
### 4.9 DISSEMINATING THE APPROACH

At the end of the project, two dissemination seminars were held. The first involved delegates from the 16 regions of Kazakhstan and the second was directed at participants from Kyrgyzstan, Mongolia, North West Russia and Uzbekistan. In both seminars the results of the project were presented, briefings given on the methodology and teams were invited to develop learning materials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strengths</th>
<th>Weaknesses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>We can include core and enterprise skills into any teaching activity</td>
<td>It takes time to prepare the materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(technical and general)</td>
<td>Requires investment in teacher training and re-training and a change in the psychological</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>orientation of teachers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We do not have to change the overall, mandatory content of the curriculum</td>
<td>Lack of social partnership means that labour market information, and new skill requirements,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>is difficult to obtain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offers concrete, achievable results</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is closer to the needs of the labour market, employer’s needs and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>international requirements</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An innovative method which helps develop independence in young people</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improves the relationship between students and teachers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frees teacher from routine work, they can be more creative with less</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>control</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opportunities</th>
<th>Threats</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Impressive results in the seminar should lead to further dissemination</td>
<td>A change is needed in the mentality of teachers, is this possible?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opportunities to analyse own activities for development and improvement</td>
<td>There is little official support to spread this experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increasing employment opportunities for young people by improving the</td>
<td>Once the project ends there will be no funding to continue the work, is it sustainable?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quality of training</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential transferability to other regions and countries</td>
<td>Absence of continued monitoring and evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helps to modify the curriculum to meet employment requirements</td>
<td>Needs to be properly implemented or the approach will be discredited</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.10 THE RESPONSE OF DELEGATES

The seminars were very successful and the project team took the opportunity to ask delegates from both seminars to conduct an analysis of the approach using the SWOT analysis (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats) technique. Here is a summary of the results:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opportunities</th>
<th>Threats</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Impressive results in the seminar should lead to further dissemination</td>
<td>A change is needed in the mentality of teachers, is this possible?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opportunities to analyse own activities for development and improvement</td>
<td>There is little official support to spread this experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increasing employment opportunities for young people by improving the quality</td>
<td>Once the project ends there will be no funding to continue the work, is it sustainable?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of training</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential transferability to other regions and countries</td>
<td>Absence of continued monitoring and evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helps to modify the curriculum to meet employment requirements</td>
<td>Needs to be properly implemented or the approach will be discredited</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.11 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The method developed is transferable. It will work in any VET system which has the vision and foresight to change the ways in which learning has traditionally been developed. As the team has so graphically described it ‘in the technology of student-oriented teaching and learning process a teacher abandons the centre; he is not informer, translator of the knowledge, but rather a consultant, a facilitator. He is not in the centre, but on the orbit observing what is going on and assisting students only when it is necessary, enabling students to do and learn by themselves’.
This notion of the teacher ‘in orbit’ amused the team members – but it is also a reminder us that the most important actor in the learning process is the learner.

This project lays the groundwork for exciting future developments. The common language of Russian means that these materials can be disseminated widely in all Russian speaking states. Once the method is disseminated, materials can be developed locally and made available, nationally and internationally, through materials ‘banks’. This is facilitated by the common and consistent format which makes the learning materials ideal candidates for entering into a database so that teachers can access them with ease – including over the Internet. The underlying structure of the skills which the materials are designed to develop, enables users to search for materials using significant keywords, so that ‘gaps’ in the learning process can be filled.

The work started in this project is of great importance. All transition economies face the challenge of developing competent people to meet the requirements of a market economy – and a key to understanding these requirements is the recognition of the importance of what are variously called ‘key’, ‘core’ ‘generic’, ‘entrepreneurial’ and ‘enterprise’ skills. What these skills have in common is that they express the development of the autonomous and competent skilled person – the person who is able to contribute to the planning and organisation of the work process, to take responsibility for quality assurance and to adapt to new economic requirements. This project has demonstrated a simple but effective method which will help to make that vision a reality.
ANNEX 1: IMPLICATIONS FOR LEARNING

The term ‘learning’ is usually linked with ‘education’ and terms from this field of life like ‘school’, ‘teaching’, ‘curriculum’ and ‘assessment’. This is so because education usually organises formal learning processes in schools and institutions of higher education. But learning, as everybody knows, begins with life when school is still far in the future. Learning takes place in our brain when the baby listens to the sound of mothers voice or the apprentice watches closely how the master does his work. Life teaches longer and less pedagogic than school and informal learning processes happen more often than formal learning.

Informal learning in the world of work follows a different logic than formal learning usually does in the world of education. It is the logic of action rather than the logic of the subject or the rationale of science. To obtain a broad basic knowledge it is necessary to follow the logic of the subjects and science. To learn how to do things, to apply knowledge and to perform best practice it is necessary to learn in the world of action and follow its logic in the learning process.

In vocational education it is necessary to ‘marry’ the world of education with the world of work in order to set reliable, flexible and useful VET standards. But it is even more important to introduce the different logic of the world of action into learning processes at school. If we cannot combine two learning locations (school and company) there are numerous methods at hand to simulate world-of-work-reality in school, i.e. by the project method.

The following diagram describes six learning cycles which characterise the process of learning in a project:

---

Any kinds of project can be chosen to apply this method i.e. the production of children’s toys in a workshop or the preparation of a school festival.

There are two ways to organise the learning cycles: teacher or learner centred. The teacher centred method introduces a more systematic ‘subject logic’ into the action oriented learning cycles while the learner centred method puts the learner into the middle of action and gives her/him the steering wheel. The teacher moves into a new role; he/she prepares the self-directed learning process by providing information about the project and the learning process itself, through written information; organises the learning arrangement in which the six cycles take place; monitors the learning process; gives advice, if no other self-instruction resource is available; takes notes for the follow up; externally checks after learner’s self-checking is finished. Usually, the project is team work. Thus, the teacher’s monitoring comprises assessments of team member performance and display of competence through monitoring in the process.
Figure 2: Learning Process – Teacher Centred

1. **INFORMATION**
   - 
   - **Teacher** gives information, helps in the analysis

2. **PLANNING**
   - **Teacher** provides strategies

3. **DECISION**
   - **Teacher** helps in the decision making

4. **EXECUTION**
   - **Teacher** gives advice throughout the work process

5. **EVALUATION**
   - **Teacher** assesses results, marks team matures etc.

6. **APPROVAL**
   - **Teacher** revises, approves

---

Figure 3: Learning Process – Learner Centred

1. **INFORMATION**
   - **Learner** learner or team leader collects and analyses information autonomously - elects team leader

2. **PLANNING**
   - **Learner** team develops different strategies and plan

3. **DECISION**
   - **Learner** team agrees on the procedural plan

4. **EXECUTION**
   - **Learner** team carries out activity according to the plan

5. **EVALUATION**
   - **Learner** team assesses each other’s part of the work and evaluates project

6. **APPROVAL**
   - **Learner** team revises, approves according to the evaluation results

---

**Teacher** monitors, arranges learning site, provides written information, gives advice when no other resources are available.
Note: This discussion paper was prepared at the request of the team by Nanci Downey of Hammerton Associates Ltd.

Assessment is an information system which enables decision making. In an assessment system, information is gathered, judged against criteria and presented in a way which is useful for those who wish to use the information.

Imagine that I wish to buy a used car. I can assess the condition and value of the car myself – but I am not an engineer, so I will not know what to look for or whether the car is worth the price asked. As an alternative, I can ask a specialist mechanic to examine the car and give me a report. The report will detail the condition of the car, identify any problems, calculate the likely costs of repair and maintenance and give the specialist’s professional judgement of the value of the car. The criteria the specialist will use to make the judgement will be a comparison between the condition of the car, allowing for reasonable wear, against the condition when new. I can use this information to make a choice about whether I buy the car or whether I negotiate the price for the car based on the professional assessment.

This is an example of assessment. Information is collected and judged against criteria to enable a decision to be made. In this example it is an object (the car) which is assessed. When we look at assessing the achievement of people, we find that the general principles of collecting and judging information against criteria still apply.

Enterprises are constantly making judgements about people’s achievement. When recruiting staff, for example, companies will obtain information about potential candidates from:

- the information given on the application form;
- interviewing candidates;
- asking candidates to take a practical test;
- making enquiries with other people who know the candidate and their work (references);
- considering qualifications and examples of previous work.

This information will be judged against criteria – the job description or ‘person specification’.

These processes of collecting and judging information are expensive – so we expect assessment to add value to decision making. Evaluating application forms, conducting interviews, arranging practical tests, paying for the services of a professional mechanic, all cost money and we expect a return on that investment.

Assessment is used by many different stakeholders to make decisions. For example, in vocational education and training, the results of assessment are used to:

- allow students to progress to the next stage of a course;
- give students access to educational courses at higher levels;
- allow qualified people to practice in certain occupations;
- evaluate the success of a course;
- evaluate the effectiveness of teachers;
- make recruitment and selection decisions in employment.

In VET we have worked hard to make the VET standards, the curriculum and the learning process relevant to the needs of employment. But we need to present information about the achievement of students in ways which are helpful to all stakeholders. So, for example, a system of marks or grades may be useful within a school where all the teachers share a common understanding of how marks are awarded and what the marks mean, but this system may be of limited use to employers who are looking for recruits.

What are we assessing?

We know that assessment is serving at least two purposes in VET. The first is ‘internal’ to the vocational school. Teachers
are identifying the progress their students have made, they are using this information to evaluate their own performance and the courses which the school offers. This type of assessment is focused on the **learning** which has been acquired.

The second is 'external' to the school. This type of assessment is aimed primarily at employers who want information about the ability of students to work in employment. This type of assessment is focused on the **competence** which has been acquired.

**Figure 4: The Learning Curve**

The purpose of formative assessment is to identify the progress the student is making towards an objective. The objective could be a learning objective in a learning programme or one of the 'outcomes' we would find in the employment specification in a VET standard. Formative assessment should provide useful feedback to the student, informing them what progress they have made.

The purpose of summative assessment is to record whether a person has achieved the objective or not.

**What and how can we assess?**

We can only assess three things:

- what has been done (the result);
- how things are done (the process);
- what a person knows (knowledge and understanding).

Each of these is assessed using different methods, as is shown in the table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What we assess</th>
<th>How we assess</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Results</td>
<td>Inspection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process</td>
<td>Observation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge and understanding</td>
<td>Testing:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Oral testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Written testing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In practice each of the methods may have many sub-methods. Inspection would include checking work in the classroom, or examining work produced previously (including work from a workplace). Observation could be direct observation in person, by viewing a video or listening to a tape recording. Written testing might be forced choice, multi-choice, case studies or traditional examinations. Oral testing could involve informal questioning by a teacher or more formal questioning by an examination commission or panel.
The problem in the past was that most assessment involved the testing of knowledge and understanding with some limited practical testing involving the inspection of results. But these methods are limited if we are trying to assess competence, where we are trying to assess the application of knowledge and skills in realistic applications. Also, these methods are not the most effective way to assess some of the important core skills like communication, team working, planning and decision making.

**How do we make judgements?**

We make judgements against criteria. Assessment is a judgement made against criteria. In the example of recruitment, a company will set criteria for the person who will be recruited usually within a job description or person specification. Some criteria will be clear and absolute. For example – ‘they must have a certificate or diploma in the occupational specialism’. Some are less clear. For example, ‘they must have some experience in a similar organisation’. Some criteria will be optional, i.e. it would be nice if the person met the criteria, but it is not essential, for example, ‘knowledge of a foreign language is desirable’. Optional criteria are usually those which are less important and where it is possible that the person could learn to do this over time.

So, the first thing we need to do when we are assessing is to set clear and transparent\(^\text{17}\) criteria against which the judgements will be made.

**How do we set assessment criteria?**

The assessment criteria will depend on the degree of variation that is acceptable. For some aspects of competence, the student is allowed no variation – health and safety regulations are an example. But often, there is a range of variations which is acceptable and in many cases the action of the student depends on the context. We can see these three types in the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of variation</th>
<th>Type of criteria</th>
<th>Examples of words used to describe actions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Absolute</td>
<td>Yes/no</td>
<td>Correct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tolerance</td>
<td>Range of acceptable variations</td>
<td>Accurate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditional/Dependent</td>
<td>Variation depends on context</td>
<td>Appropriate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here are examples of activities in which the different types of criteria are applied (the examples are taken from activities developed in the project):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example criteria</th>
<th>This is used because …</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• The correct specification of cable is selected</td>
<td>There is a danger of an electrical fault if the wrong cable is used so no variation is allowed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Plates are positioned accurately, approximately two finger widths from the edge of the table</td>
<td>Plates and tables (and fingers!) vary in size and shape – so there is no exact or ‘correct’ position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The appropriate glass is selected, depending on the meal</td>
<td>The meal will determine the type of glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^\text{17}\) By ‘transparent’, we mean criteria which can be understood by those involved in the process. For assessment, both the assessor and the person being assessed need to know and understand the criteria.
What we will notice with the criteria described above is that, as we move away from ‘absolute’ criteria, we have to make more judgements. In the first example, only one cable will meet the specification. Any variation is incorrect. This is easy for the assessor and the student to recognise. The same is true of the three other examples of absolute criteria.

But when we get to the ‘range of variations’ it becomes more difficult. For example, how do we judge if handwriting is ‘legible’ or whether a greeting is ‘polite’? In these cases, the extremes are obvious and we can produce examples for students to examine. But there will be a point where the difference between ‘legible’ and ‘not legible’ becomes a matter of individual opinion.

In formal assessment systems, assessors will agree the boundaries between what is and is not acceptable for examples like this. This can be a useful discussion topic for students, particularly when they are encouraged to identify their own examples and develop a sense of ‘ownership’ of the assessment standards.

Where the ‘variation depends on the context’, judgement can be easier because the context determines the acceptable variation. So, for example, a vodka glass is not ‘appropriate’ if the meal is breakfast – knowing the context narrows the range of possibilities. Equally, if we know that we have to install a single phase power cable in a factory, a light plastic cover is not ‘suitable’. Again, we can help students understand the criteria if we develop examples of what is and is not acceptable.

### Developing enterprise – contingency management

The aim of this project is to develop enterprising young people who will be employable in a changing, market led, labour market. We want our young people to be flexible, adaptable, to make decisions and we can help them to do this by creating learning environments where they are exposed to choice and challenge. This means that we should avoid setting all the assessment criteria as ‘absolute’. In reality, many professional activities involve variation and dependency and young
people have to learn how to manage this. We need to confine ‘absolute’ criteria to those instances where they are really necessary, usually where there is a risk to safety, to meet legal requirements or where there is the potential to waste resources.

We also need to help young people manage when things go wrong, as they inevitably do at work. We call this particular aspect of competence ‘contingency management’. It involves:

- scanning the environment for problems or potential problems;
- trying to put things right, without prompting, before matters become critical;
- using reference sources (including people) to try to correct problems;
- knowing when to call for expert help – and not making matters worse by trying to correct something which is beyond your capability;
- learning from the experience so that you are better prepared for the next time.

We can help students develop these skills in all sorts of ways, for example:

- presenting incomplete supplies of tools and equipment;
- setting up ‘hazard spotting’ exercises;
- providing tools and equipment which are faulty;
- building problems and breakdowns into learning activities;
- providing ‘expert’ advice, but only when asked for;
- turning requests for information from students into questions (e.g. ‘how do I do ...’, ‘how will you find out how to do ...’);
- encouraging students to record their actions and to identify what they might do in the future to avoid contingencies.

What we are trying to achieve is the ‘ownership’ of this approach by students. So, rather than ‘teaching’ students about contingency management we can help them by using all available opportunities to develop these skills within the learning environment. This often involves the use of questions rather than instructions, questions like:

- What variations would we expect to find in a workplace?
- What variations and new requirements are likely to develop in this occupation?
- If we were doing this in a different context, what tools and equipment would we use and why?
- What would happen if this was not done in the correct order?

**How do we assess against the criteria?**

Once we have set the assessment criteria we then make the judgement. There are two ways of making judgements:

- can do/can’t do yet;
- grading or scoring.

Traditionally, we make judgements by awarding marks or scores. For academic subjects or disciplines this system can work – and it can also be useful for formative assessment. But one major stakeholder – the employer – simply wants to know if a person can do something. A mark of four out of five or 65% in waiting service does not help the employer. They want the answer to the question ‘can this person lay tables for different meal services – ‘yes’ or ‘no’? This is summative assessment.

Notice that we do not say ‘pass’ or ‘fail’ – we use the terms ‘can do/can’t do yet’. This means that if the person does not meet the assessment criteria, we assume that with further learning, they will be able to meet it at a later date. This also means that if a person does not meet the criteria they need immediate feedback to let them know why they have not met the criteria and what they need to learn in order to meet the criteria.

If we choose to give marks or scores, we still need assessment criteria, but in this case we need to make the marking scheme clear and transparent. This can be done by:

- having separate criteria for each score;
- removing marks for mistakes;
- identifying ‘essential’ and ‘desirable’ criteria.
ANNEX 3: EXAMPLES OF MATERIALS PRODUCED FOLLOWING PHASE 1 OF THE KAZAKHSTAN PROJECT

Note: The materials have been edited, following translation, by the author. The examples follow the format described in section II, chapter 3.9 in the main publication although some amendments in content and structure have been made by teachers. The materials are intended to be guidelines for teachers and also include handout materials for students. References in brackets [e.g. (1.1 C), (2.2 A)] are references to the core learning outcomes which are developed in the training activity. The core learning outcomes are shown in paragraph 3.4 of section II of this publication.

Two examples are included in this appendix.

Example 1: Baking cakes for a special occasion

1. Overview
   a) Description of the occupation/professional area:
      confectioner, confectionery production
   b) Form of the training activity: student group (15 students), three small groups of five persons each
   c) The existing knowledge and skills the students need:
      ● prepare eggs: process, separate white of egg from yolk, freeze white of egg;
      ● duration of keeping eggs, white of egg, cream, soufflé and shelf life for keeping the prepared cake;
      ● preparation of the work table, equipment;
      ● baker’s oven, be able to set the needed temperature;
      ● safety and operational procedures for working with mixing machines, baker’s oven, electric oven;
      ● knowledge of recipes, technology of baking biscuits, soufflés;
      ● technological process of baking cakes;
      ● methods of decorating cakes and be able to apply them in decorating the “Wedding” cake.

d) job search and employability skills that can be developed along with professional (technical) skills during the training activity (authors note – the references are relating to the core learning outcomes described in section II, chapter 3.4):
   ● active listening (1.1. C);
   ● identify and obtain information (1.2. A);
   ● present information to others (1.2. C);
   ● summarize key points in information (1.2.B);
   ● planning and implementing the action required to meet objective (1.3.);
   ● work effectively as part of a work group (1.2. D);
   ● using a personal computer to obtain, enter, edit, process and output information and data (1.5. A, B, C).

e) Training professional (technical) skills which students will learn:
   ● organise the work place;
   ● work with the recipes, technological map and scheme;
   ● work independently and creatively;
   ● prevent waste of raw materials and products;
   ● weigh raw materials against recipe requirements, prepare raw materials, identify freshness of products by taste, colour and outlook (using organoleptic methods);
   ● identify visually the readiness of the mixed mass for biscuits, of the white of eggs for soufflé, readiness of syrups, readiness of the biscuit bake;
   ● work with a mixing machine, switch off from one speed to another;
   ● work with baker’s oven, set up a temperature for baking butter biscuit;
   ● work with a confectioner’s sack;
   ● decorate the cake;
   ● prepare various semi-finished products for decoration using special devices and appliances;
   ● work in a team;
   ● solve problems, find a solution.
2. **Outcome**

By the end of the training activity students will be able to prepare a “wedding” soufflé cake for a special occasion.

3. **Planning phase**

   a) **Methodological support:**
   - Butejkis N.G., *Technology of preparing confectionery goods*;
   - Yershov T.S., *Collection of recipes for preparing confectionery goods*;
   - *Cakes*, Training video-films, VET school No 18, 1999;
   - technological maps for baking cakes;
   - cards with recipes of raw materials for cakes;
   - catalogues with pictures of confectionery goods;
   - professional magazines for confectioners.

   b) **Equipment:**
   - training laboratory;
   - cuisine tables;
   - electric oven;
   - electric baker’s oven;
   - mixing machines or driving gear with changeable mechanism;
   - scales;
   - appliances: metal ware, confectionery sacks with various attachments, confectionery griddles, etc.;
   - raw materials.

   c) **Organisation of the activity:**

   *Composition of the team:*
   - one student to organise the work of the group;
   - one student to make required notes;
   - one student to watch the time;
   - one student to present the “wedding” soufflé-cake.

   *Description of training situations when:*
   - students are given freedom to make choice and decisions:
     - decoration of the cake;
   - students are not given freedom to make choice and decisions:
     - in selecting raw materials, equipment and making calculations which must be checked with the teacher before proceeding.

   *Role of the teacher:*
   - teacher is a consultant/facilitator;
   - teacher supervises how students execute the work at the following stages: products are weighed in order to use the resources in a cost-effective way, preparing semi-finished and ready products to ensure that the process is conducted correctly and safety rules are observed.

4. **Evaluation**

   a) **Criteria for evaluation of the quality of the “wedding” soufflé cake:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality criteria</th>
<th>Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>«5»</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decoration</td>
<td>There are complex thematic details (e.g. heart, swan, bride and fiancée, rings, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form</td>
<td>Originally shaped, figured, in several layers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colour</td>
<td>Biscuit - yellowish Soufflé - white Decorated in tender tones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smell</td>
<td>No outside smells Aromatic, specific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taste</td>
<td>No outside taste</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>Small pores, stable, slightly ductile</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
b) Activity stages and interaction between teacher and student:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main stages of the training activity</th>
<th>Kinds and sequence of activities of teacher &amp; student</th>
<th>Students’ activity</th>
<th>Joint activity of teacher and students</th>
<th>Teacher’s activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>In groups</td>
<td>Between groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Planning phase</td>
<td>Theme and topic of the training activity</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Instruction on safety features</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elaboration and discussion of evaluation criteria:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Decoration</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Form</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Colour</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Smell</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Taste</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Implementation phase</td>
<td>Preparation of the work place</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Preparation of raw materials</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Technologic al process:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Preparation of biscuit</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Preparation of syrup</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Preparation of cream</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Preparation of soufflé</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Decoration of the cake</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Evaluation of the intermediate and final product</td>
<td>Evaluation against quality criteria:</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Decoration</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Form</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Colour</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Smell</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Taste</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ANNEXES
5. Explanatory note for students

a) Your assignment: to prepare and decorate a “wedding” cake for a special occasion. You will be doing this together with other students working as a team. Your teacher will describe what a finished cake should be like, and explain quality criteria for evaluation. You have free access to reference materials and your teacher will answer your questions should you have any queries.

b) Skills you will learn:

Employability and job search skills:
- active listening;
- summarise key points in oral information;
- plan own activity;
- work effectively as part of a work group (team);
- work independently and creatively;
- solve problems and find solutions.

Technical skills:
- organise work place;
- work with collection of recipes, technological map and scheme;
- use raw materials and products in a cost-effective way;
- scale raw materials against a recipe, prepare raw materials against rules, identify quality of products using organoleptic methods;
- identify visually the readiness of the whipped mass for biscuit, white of egg for soufflé, readiness of the syrup, readiness of the biscuit baked;
- work with baker’s oven, set up a temperature required for baking a butter biscuit;
- work with a confectioner’s sack;
- aesthetic decoration of the “Wedding” cake;
- prepare various semi-finished products for decoration using a variety of special devices and appliances.

c) Work procedure: you have to make up a team that will have to:
- agree on the sequence and methods of work;
- decide what products are needed to prepare a cake;
- decide what equipment and appliances will be needed;
- agree on the aesthetic decoration of the cake;
- allocate roles to members of the team so that every member of the team should have a possibility to develop technical skills;
- weigh products needed;
- prepare all necessary details;
- check the quality of the final output against quality criteria.

At each stage of preparing the “wedding” soufflé cake you have to present your plans to the teacher, explain and discuss with him your decisions before you start working. This will help you to make your work safe and cost-effective.
**Example 2: Making a safety window frame**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. Category</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.1. Occupation</td>
<td>Welder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2. Course, year of training</td>
<td>Course I, one year of training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3. Discipline, section of the curriculum</td>
<td>Practical training «welding of constructions»</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4. Theme of the training activity</td>
<td>Welding of a safety window frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5. Form of work</td>
<td>Work in small groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.6. Required knowledge and skills</td>
<td>Layout of the equipment used, brand of the material welded, welding regime, norms of consumption, defects and evaluation of welded joints, safety regulations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 1.7. Possibilities for integration of job search and employability skills | Along with technical skills this training activity enables to develop such “social” skills as:  
- Communicating with people by speaking clearly, listen actively (1.1 A, C)  
- Identify and obtain information, summarise key points, present information to others, work effectively as part of a work group (team) (1.2 A, B, C, D)  
- Plan and implement the actions required to meet the objective (1.3)  
- Identify, analyse and solve problems (1.4)  
- Use a personal computer to obtain, enter, edit, process and output information and data (1.5)  
- Answer clearly and accurately (2.4)  
- Ask appropriate questions (2.4 C) |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2. Objective</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.1. Development of job search and employability skills</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
- Speak clearly and precisely (1.1 A)  
- Listen actively to the teacher and members of the team (1.1 C)  
- Communicate in order to identify and obtain information (1.2 A), summarise key points (1.2. B), present information to others (1.2 C)  
- Work effectively as part of a team (1.2 D)  
- Plan and execute activities required to implement the activity (1.3)  
- Identify, analyse and solve problems (1.4)  
- Use a personal computer to obtain, enter, edit, format and output information and data (1.5)  
- Answer questions clearly and accurately (2.4 B)  
- Ask appropriate questions (2.4 C) |
| 2.2. Development of professional skills |  
- Make designs  
- Independently select material  
- Choose the welding method  
- Execute operations on arc welding of constructions  
- Use material in a cost-effective way  
- Observe safety regulations |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3. Describing the outcome</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.1. Output</td>
<td>Window frame at the size appropriate to the size of the window</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2. Quality criteria to the output</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
- The size appropriate to the size of the window: maximum size – when window frame is installed it does not touch the window and does not damage it. Minimum size – there should be no more than 0.5 cm between the window opening and the frame  
- Firmness: when the frame is pressed by a hand and struck with a hammer it remains safe  
- No defects in assembling and in joints  
- The frame should not prevent the sun light come through the window  
- The frame outlook should be appropriate to the premises |
| 3.3. To the process |  
- Sequence of operations should be observed  
- Safety rules kept  
- Correct and effective interaction within the team  
- The team should be able to work independently  
- The work should be objective oriented |
# 4. Planning phase

## 4.1. Reference materials
1. Gevorkyan V.G., *Basics of welding*
2. Rybakov V. M., *Arc and gas welding*
3. Vinogradov Y.G., *Materiology*

## 4.2. Equipment required
- Transformer; rectifier; electrodes and electrode-holders; cables; metal angle piece; rolled wire, enamel, leaflet with the bar outline; computer, printer

## 4.3. Calibration and setting the equipment
- Check the sources of electric power supply (earthing, connection), setting the required current and tension

## 4.4. Calculation of materials required
- Each small group calculates the actual consumption of the material using norms: per one frame at the size of 1500 mm x 1200 mm

## 4.5. Deciding an appropriate method and technique, sequence of operations
- Identify the design appropriate to the premises using catalogues
- Weld the frame
- Make up a technological map using a computer
- Select the welding regime parameters
- Calculate consumption of materials using Excel
- Start assembling
- Weld the rolled wire against the outline
- Make final assembling (weld angles)
- Check the joints and the whole frame

## 4.6. Sequence of activities of operations, including allocation of roles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form of work</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>17</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I</td>
<td>Coop</td>
<td>Coop</td>
<td>Coop</td>
<td>Coop</td>
<td>Coop</td>
<td>I/Coop</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>T</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I</td>
<td>Coop</td>
<td>Coop</td>
<td>Coop</td>
<td>Coop</td>
<td>Coop</td>
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## 4.7. Describing situations when:
- Students are given freedom to make choices and decisions at all stages except for the following indicated below.
- No freedom to make choices and decisions:
  - Actions limited by safety rules
  - Consultation with a teacher when it is likely that waste might be produced

### Instruction:
- Assignment
- Evaluation of the final product

## 4.8. Checking by the teacher is needed
- Knowledge of safety rules, uniform, correct use of equipment, consumption of material, the outline of the frame, technological map, effective interaction in a group, allocation of roles, evaluation of the final product against quality criteria
### 5. Implementing phase

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N°</th>
<th>Main stages of the training activity</th>
<th>Kinds and sequence of teacher-student interaction</th>
<th>Students’ activity</th>
<th>Joint activity of teacher and students</th>
<th>Teacher’s activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>In groups</td>
<td>Between groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.1.</td>
<td>Planning stage</td>
<td>1. Instructing</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Assignment</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3. Splitting into groups</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.2.</td>
<td>Implementation stages</td>
<td>1. Execution of the assignment</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Making a technological map</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3. Cutting the metal angle and rolled wire</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>according to the appropriate size</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4. Adjustment and correction of metal angle</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and rolled wire</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5. Assembling of the frame</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6. Checking of the size by diagonal</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7. Welding of the rolled wire and metal angle</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.3.</td>
<td>Evaluation stage</td>
<td>1. Checking of the joints</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Checking of the bar against the planned</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>parameters and design</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3. Checking for firmness</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4. Evaluation of the frame</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 6. Evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>6.1. Description of the procedure</th>
<th>Parameters evaluated</th>
<th>Self-evaluation</th>
<th>Evaluation by other students</th>
<th>Teacher’s evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• The frame fits the size of the window aperture</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Selective participation in the assessment of one group in each case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Firmness</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Availability of defects in assembling and welding</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The frame outlook is appropriate to the premises</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Evaluation of the final product and input of every member of the team</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7. Explanatory note for students
   
a) Your assignment: to assemble and weld a window frame. You’ll work with other students as a team. Your teacher will explain the quality criteria against which the final product is to be evaluated. The reference materials needed are available and if you have any questions your teacher will answer them.

b) Skills you’ll learn:
   * develop the design;
   * select the material on your own;
   * choose the welding method;
   * weld the frame;
   * use the materials in a cost-effective way;
   * observe safety regulations;
   * speak clearly and accurately;
   * listen actively to the teacher and team-mates;
   * identify and obtain information needed;
   * summarise key points in information;
   * present information to others;
   * work effectively as part of a team;
   * plan and implement the action required to meet an objective;
   * identify, analyse and solve problems;
   * use a personal computer to obtain, enter, edit, process and output information and data;
   * answer questions clearly and accurately;
   * ask appropriate questions.

c) Work procedure: you have to split into groups that will have to:
   * make a design of a bar appropriate to the premises and using catalogues;
   * make a frame design;
   * plan the technological sequence of the work on the computer. Present the plan to the teacher to ensure that safety rules are observed and materials are used in a cost-effective way;
   * present and have the outline approved;
   * calculate the materials required in Microsoft Excel;
   * decide what equipment and appliances should be used;
   * choose the appropriate parameters for the given construction;
   * allocate roles so that every team member has a possibility to develop technical skills;
   * cut the materials to the appropriate size;
   * assemble and weld the details;
   * evaluate the quality of the frame against the quality criteria.

d) Requirements to the result of your work:
   * the frame fits the size of the window aperture: maximum size – when installed the bar does not damage the window frame and the aperture. Minimum size: maximum interval between the window aperture and frame: 0.5 cm;
   * firmness: when pressed with a hand or struck with a hammer it remains whole;
   * no defects in assembling and welding;
   * the frame should not prevent the sun light from coming through the window;
   * the frame outlook should be appropriate to the premises.
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